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PREFACE 

Although a number of investigations have taken place into the nature of the 
freezing Il'ocess in general and in soils in particular, the complex thermodynamical 
and physical processes occurring in frozen soils have not been examined thoroughly. 
This monograph is a preliminary attempt to examine some of the previous work on as 
rigorous a basis of mechanics as possible, consistent with engineering goals. Per
haps it will help to stimulate more controlled types of thermal-mechanical tests 
which are greatly needed to clarify stress-soil water-ice relations~ips. 

The basic mechanics in the section "Mechanics of Frozen Ground" was 
written by Dr. R.A. Westmann, whq also provided the mathematical solutions for the 
problems of surface displacement due to a thermal load, torsion of a pile in a half
space, the creep of a tunnel, and the approximate solution to the temperature distri
bution around a tunnel. These illustrative problems were selected in discussions 
with the author. The author was also assisted in his review of- the Russian litera
ture by Dr. Hon-Yim Ko. 

Dr. Scott, Professor of Civil Engineering in the California Institute of Tech
nology, was formerly on the staff of the Arctic Construction and Frost Effects Lab
oratory, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, now incorporated in the U~S. Ar,my Cold Re
gions Research and Engineering Laboratory. 

This report was published under DA Project lT062112A130, Cold Regions 
Research. 
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD 

Cold Regions Science and Engineering c"onsists of it series of monographs written by " 
speCialists to summarize exis'ting knowledge and provide selected references on the cold regions, 
defined here as those areas'of the e'arth where operational difficulties <i"ue to' freezing tempera-
tures may occur. . 

Sections of the work are being published as they become ready, not necessarily in numeri
cal order but fitting into this plan, which may be amended as the work proceeds: 

I. Environment 

o A. General - Characteristics of the cold regions 
1. Selected aspects of geology and physiography of the cold regIons 
2. Permafrost (Perennially frozen ground) 
3~ Climatology 

a. Climatology of the cold regions. Introduction,. and Northern 
Hemisphere I. 

b. Climatology of the cold re gions. Northern Hemi.sphere, II. 
c. Climatology of the cold regions. Southern Hemisphere. 
d. Radioactive fallout in northern regions. 

4. Vegetation 
a. Patterns of vegetation in cold region"s 
b. Regional descriptions of vegetation :'in cold regions 
c. Utilization of vegetation in cold regions 

B. Regional 
1. The Antarctic ice sheet 
2. The Greenland ice sheet 

II. Physical Science 

A. Geophysics 
10 Heat exchange at the ground surface 
2. Exploration geophysics in cold regions 

a: Seis~ic exploration in cold regions 
b. Electrical, magnetic and gravimetric exploration in cold regions 

B. PhysiCS and mechanics of snow as a material 
-C. Physics and mechanics of ice 

1. Snow.and ice on the earth's surface 
2. Ice as a material 

a.
o 

Physics of ice as a material 
b. Mechanics of ice as a material 

3. The mechanical properties of sea ice 
4. Mechanics of a floating ice sheet 
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Do Physics and mechanics of frozen ground 
1. The freezing process and mechanics of frozen ground 
20 The physics of water and ice in soil 

Engineering 

A. Snow engineering 
1. Properties of snow 
20 Construction 

ao Methods of-building on permanent snowfields 
b. Investigation and exploitation of snowfield sites 
c. Foundations and subsurface structures iIi snow 
d. Utilities on permanent snowfields 
e. Snow roads and runways 

3. Technology 
ao Explosions and snow 
b. Snow removal and. ice control 
c. Blowing snow 
d. Avalanches 

4. Oversnow transport. 
B. Ice engineering 

1. . River-ice engineering 
a . Whiter regime of rivers and lakes 
b. Ice pressure on structures 

2. Drilling and' excavation in' ice 
3. Roads and run ways on ice 

Co Frozen ground engineering 
1. Site exploration and excavation in frozen ground 
2. Buildings on frozen ground. 
3. Roads, railroads and airfields in cold regions 
4. Foundations of structures in cold regions 
5. Sanitary engineering 

a. Water supply in cold regions 
b. Sewerage, and sewage disposal in cold regions 
c. Manageme~t of solid wastes in cold regions 

6. Artificial,ground-freezing for construction 
D. General 

1. Cold-weather construction 
2. Materials at low temperatures 
3. Icings 

,-

F.J. SANGER 
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THE FREEZING PROCESS AND MECHANICS OF FROZEN GROUND 

by 

R.F. Scott 

PHYSICS OF FROZEN GROUND 

Introduction 

Soils comprise solid granular mineral constituents, water containing electrolyte, and air or 
other gases. It is generally considered3 that the water in the pores of the soil tends to be more 
ordered or organized near the surfaces of the soil grains up to distances of a few tens of Angs
trom units, and to possesS.properties in th~ ordered zone different from those of normal water. The 
ordering of the water, which is frequently referred to as adsorbed, arises through forces acting be
tween the molecules making up the solid grain surface and the water molecule dipoles. Since the 
surface molecules of ma,ny soil mineral p;a~ticles are negatively charged, they tend to attract posi
tive ions.(cations) in the pore water in a concentration which also decreases with distance up to a 
few hundred Angstroms. An electric potential is associated with the surface and this cloud ofca
tions,. and therefore al~o diminishes with distance. The cations next to the surface together with 
those in the associated concentrated zone are referred to as the electric dO,uble'layer or diffuse 
double layer. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 1. 

The properties of the double layer have 'been described by theories, which develop from 
structural models of 'the surface and the distribution of cations near it; the names of the investi
gators (e.g. "Gouy-Chapman," "Gouy-Stern") associated with research in this region are assigned 
to the models. The word layer is associated both with the adsorbed water molecules and with the 
cloud of cations in the same sense as it is normally used influid,mechanics in the phrase boundary 
layer; . That is, it does not imply a region with fixed, clearly delineated bounds, but rather a zone 
existing up to an arbitrarily defined fraction of some control condition, as, shown in Figure 1. In 
this way the "layer" has a "thickness" which depends on the definition selected. In the ,diffuse 
double "iayer, for example, the "thickness" may refer to the distance from the solid surface with 
the highest electric potential to another surface over which the potential is 10%, or 1%, or 0.1% 
of the solid surface potential. Each definition in the example would imply adifferent "thickness" 
of the "layer." 

When the solid grains are relatively large, of the order of a few microns and bigger, the dis
tance to which the layers effectively extend is. small compared with the particle dimensions, and 
the number of water molecules and cations constituting the layer. is insignificant compared to the 
number occupying the pore spaces outside the layer. , Th~ volume associated with a layer of an 
arbitrary thickness depends on the surface area of the grains, and thus the effect of its presence 
is related to the surface area-to-volume ratio of the soil grains (specific surface). In sQils com
posed of the larger grains, thenormal deformational and strength properties, and probably the man
ner. in which it freezes and its properties after freezing, all are independent of the character of 
the double layer and presence of adsorbed water and cations. 

In en soil composed of colloidal-sized particles a few microns in size and smaller, in which 
, the specific surface is higher, the . adsorbed water and the electric double layer, which in turn 
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Figure 1. Electric double layer adjacent to mineral surface. 

depends on the number and-nature of cations present, plays a significant part in determining the 
properties and behavior of the soil. 22 

The way in which soil moisture freezes appears to depend, among other factors, on the 
grain size of the soil, and several theories have been put forward to explain the process. It is 
pertinent first to cons~der the freezing process in water (or any liquid) alone, before examining 
the effect of soil particles on the phenomenon. 

It is currently thought that liquids consist of many aggregates of the liquid molecules, 
which are continually in motion from one aggregate or cluster to another to give characteristic 
liquid properties. Thus, two pictures of a liquid taken a fraction of a second apart would show 
the same statistical arrangement or ordered aggregates, but the position of the aggregates and the 
molecules forming each aggregate would have changed in the instant. 2 An alternative theory to 
explain viscous behavior9 considers that spaces between the liquid molecules, or "holes," rather 
than the molecules, move around, but the first representation is more useful for the present purpose. 

The probability that an ,aggregate or cluster, composed of a given number of molecules and 
thus possessing a given size, can exist in the fluid under particular circumstances can be cal
culated from quantum mechanics theory. It depends on, among other things, the size of the liquid 
sample· considered and its temperature'. If, next, the equilibrium of a cluster of a given size is 
considered from the point of view of the flow of molecules to and from the surface of the aggregate, 
it is found that for a given temperature there is an aggregate size which is just in equilibrium with 
its liquid surroundings; it will neither grow nor diminish. A larger cluster will grow, a smaller 
one diminish.' 

Thus, in a given sample of liquid, clusters or aggregates will spontaneously form in dif
ferent sizes. Fora particular temperature, clusters which form by chance larger than the equili
brium size will grow; all others will disintegrate to form new clusters continuously. Those that 
grow are said to form "nuclei" of solidification of the liquid, and the liquid is said to be "nucle
ating spontaneously" under the ambient conditions. This constitutes the nucleation theory of 
liquid solidification; it was developed for metals14 and Jackson and Chalmers 16 56 have described its 
application to water.with special reference to freezing processes in soils. 
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Freezing Process in' Soils 

The discussion begins with the consideration of the equilibrium of the solid in the liquid. 
At a plane liquid-solid interface in any substance coexisting in two phases, molecules Q9w in both 
directions, from the solid to the liquid and from the liquid to the solid. The rates of both of these 
flows depend upon the temperature and coincide at one value, the so-called "equilibrium tempera
ture," which depends on pressure. The net flow of molecules across the interface is then zero, 
and, in consequence, neither freezing nor thawing can occur. For growth to develop in the solid 
phase (freezing) a temperature lower tha~ the equilibrium is required ~nd, conversely, for thawing 
to occur a temperature higher than the equilibrium is necessary. Thus it can be seen that the 
freezing and thawing temperatures of a substance are not the same but occur on either side of the 
equilibrium temperature. 

From quantum mechanics, the two rates of floW across the interface can be expressedin 
terms of activation energies and temperature, among other factors. OIi making the two rates equal, 
the equilibrium condition can be established in the following form: 

= A (1) 

where L is the latent heat of fusion, R is the gas constant, TE is the equilibrium temperature and 
A is a constant .. 

However, freezing or thawing will not always be generated at a plane solidlliquid inte~
face, and, for generality, the equilibrium of a crystal or molecular aggregate of the solid phase in 
the liquid muSt be examined. 

A qonstituent molecule of a solid is in a lower ener-gy state than' a like molecule in the 
liquid phase, t>ecause of the force relationships between adjacent molecules, and therefore energy 
must be supplied to the molecule' in order to transfer it to the higher energy state of a molecule in 
the liquid. The energy that is supplied to a molecule is referred to as the'latent heat or latent 
energy of the molecule. The latent heat of any given molecule depends upon its position im the 
solid, system before removal to the liquid phase. A molecule 'in the interior of a solid is surrounded 
by other molecules and is in a potential trough dependent on the number and nature of the surround-, 
ing molecules~ An identical molecule at the surface of the solid phase possesses fewer closely 
neighboring molecules in the solid phase and therefore a surface molecule has a higher potential 
energy than a molecule in the interior of the solid. Consequently less energy is required to release , 
the molecule from the surface position into the free liquid, so the latent heat of a surface molecule 
is less than the latent heat of an interior molecule. In addition, if the molecule at the'surface of 
the solid occupies a position on an edge or, in an extreme case, at the cornet of the solid, its 
latent heat will be still less. Since the specific surface of an aggregate increases as the size of 
the aggregate decreases, it can be seen that the mean latent heat of the aggregate depends upon its 
size, becoming smaller as the size decrease~. An observable or significant change in the latent 
heat per unit volume will only be observed in clusters which are of small size, since in a large ag
gregate the ratio of interior to surface molecules is so great that its latent heat per unit volume 
will essentially reflect the, true latent heat of an internal molecule. 

Because the specific surface varies inversely with the dimension of a particle, it can be 
concluded that the latent heat of a cluster ,per unit volume L will vary in the following way: 

(2) 

where L' is. the latent heat per unit volume on an internal molecular basis, a is a constant of pro
portionality, and r is the radius or the cluster. 
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For the aggregate the rates of flpw of mqlecules across the solid/liquid interface c.an also 
be equated to give an equation of the same form as eq 1 with the same constant A: 

= A (3) , . 

where Tc is the equilibrium temperature of the . aggregate of molecules. Equations 1 and 3 can be 
combined and eq 2 substituted to give 

(4) 

or 

a 
(5) 

r 

This equation, based on equilibrium considerations, therefore relates the radius of an aggregate to 
the temperature difference between the equilibrium temperatures of the aggregate and a large mass 
of solid. The hyperbolic relationship between rand I1T at equilibrium can be plotted (Fig. 2). The 
temperature differencel1T represents a supercooling of the. system belo'!V the bulk equilibrium tem
perature. It. will be seen that, at aparUcular value of I1T, aggregates occurring with radii sma~ler 
than the equilibrium dimension will increase in diameter. 

The equilibrium of a solid-state cluster in a liquid as a function of the difference in tem
perature from the equilibrium temperatur~ of a plane surface has been discussed.' Now it remains 
to consider the probability that an aggregate ofa give~ size may exist spontaneously in the fluid. 
The dimension of the aggregate is again related to temperature and, in addition, to. the volume of 
the sample of fluid ~n which the process is occurring. From atomic considerations the relationship 
can be calculated and curves .of cluster ranius versus the temperature difference from the bulk 
equilibrium temp~rature can pe drawn. These are shown as dashed lines in Figure 2 for two differ
entsample sizes. Only two such lines are shown, representing respectively a drop of liquid of ap
proximately 1.11 radius and a drop of liquid of approximately 1 cm radius. It is of bourse to be ex
pected that larger sizes of molecular aggregates are less likely to occur in the smaller droplet. 
The dashed curves in Figure 2 have only been drawn up to their point of intersection with the pre
viously obtained equilibrium curve since their existence has no meaning beyond it. The dashed 
lines indicate that, at a given t,emperature difference, a cluster or aggregate of radius smaller than 

, that indicated by the intersection of the temperature abscissa. with the curve will exist in the drop
let of fluid, but a cluster with a larger radius will not befound. 

Therefo're in· the region ·to: the l~ft of, and below, the equilibrium. curve and' to the left. of 
the dashed curve for a given droplet size shown in Figure 2 clusters or aggregates with certain 
small radii may exist but would be uijstable and would disperse as the molecules separated to form 
other clusters. At the point of intersection of a dashedclil've and the equilibrium curve in Figure 2 
the radius of the ' largest aggregate which will just exist in the given liquid sample coincides with 
the equilibrium .radius at that ~ernperature difference and therefore the cluster is just stable. If an 
aggregate develops at a radius slightly larger than thIS value it will grow' andtherefot'e forms a 
nucleus for. growth of the solid phase in t~e liquid. Nucleation therefore occurs in the sample at 
the point where the two curves intersect and, from a statistical. point of view, it will occur homo
geneously throughout the liquid phase. For the given amount of. supercooling, the liquid then be
gins to freeze homogen~ously 'and 'spo'ritaneously throughout its volume from the· centers of nuclea
tion. 
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So far,· consideration has been giverl to the liquid only and the dashed curves shown in 
Figure 2 represent calculations made for a cluster of approximately spherical shape. However, if 
foreign particles, such as minerals in the present context, are present, clusters of' other shapes 
may form on their surfaces or at contacts between the particles. In this case the ·curvature of the 
surface of the cluster may be quite small (large radius), while, at the same time, fewer molecules. 
make up the aggregate. This depends on the relative affinities of the foreign solid surface for the 
liquid and solid phases of the freezing fluid, as illustrated by Figure 3. When the interfacial free 
energy between ice and the foreign surface is smaller than that between water and the foreign sur
face, the contact angle is small (Fig. 3a). If the. interfacial free energy betw~en ice and the foreign 
surface, on the other hand, is greater than that between water and the, foreign surface " the contact 
angle is obtuse (Fig. 3b). In the two cases the shape of the solid phase cluster over the foreign' 
material is quite different. Other situations may also arise where nucleation, sites develop in crev
ices or between adjacent foreign particles. In all these cases, the same radius of curyature ,can 
develop for different numbers of molecules or different volumes Of the aggregate., A t~ird possibility 
exists when the interfacial free energy between ice and the foreign surface is greater than the sum 
of the ,free energies between water and ice, and ~tweenthe foreign sUrface and~ater. In this cir
cumstance the free energy is minimized when a layer of the liquid exists between the foreign sur:
face and any solid cluster. The "contact angle'" in this 'case is considered to be 180° . 

. Since the solid curve in Figure 2 relates a temperature difference at equilibrium to a 
cluster radius without regard to the .Ilumber of molecules in the cluster.it obviously applies regard
less of the presence of foreign materials .and. th~refore,holds for both the situations demons'trated 
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tn Figure 3. However, in the calculations leading to the dash~d lines in the figure the number of 
molecules in the aggregate is of importance and is, of course, related to the radius for a spherical 
cluster. Thus, if the same number of molecules is present in both the clusters shown in Figure 3, 
it is obvious that the configuration of Figure3a has a larger radius of curvature than that shown in 
Figure 3b. A das.hed curve in Figure 2 representing the situation shown in Figure 3a for a given . 
volume of liquid would be displaced to the right. A curve representing the situation of Figure 3b 
would appear almost coincident with the curve shown for the spherical aggregate, being displaced 
only very slightly to the right. , 

Since, for these different situations, the appropriate dashed curve in Figure 2 is shifted 
successively to the right it is apparent that its intersection with the equilibrium curve will occur 
at a smaller temperature difference than for a spherical aggregate. In consequence, nucleation will 
occur at the surface of the foreign particles or in the interstices between them at much lower 
amounts of supercooling, if the contact angYe between the cluster and the foreign surface is less 
than 180°. Such a situation brings about "heterogeneous" nV'clea~ion. In the case that the contact 
angle_ is 180°, as discussed earlier, the situation will remain e~seritially as shown in Figure 2 since 
nucleation is not assisted in this event by the presence of foreign' material. 'Taber43 and other in
vestigators have concluded from studies of the behavior of 'freezing soils th~t the contact angle be
tween most mineral soil particles and ice is 180°. Thus a layer of unfrozen water, including the. re
gion of greater molecular organization, exists between soil' particles and ice in the pore spaces. It 
is presumed, consequently, that homogeneous nucleation takes place in water filling the pore spaces 
of soils at sufficiently low temperatures. 

I 
Returning to the general application of nuclea~ion theory to the process of freezing in soils, 

it will be obs,erved. that in a coarse-grained soil the pores are relatively large, and corisequently if 
they are filled with water the existence of a cluster or aggregate of a given radius as a function 
of the temperature difference will be represented by a ,dashed curve tending towards the -right-hand 
side of Figure 2. 'In fine-grained soil the small sizes of pores and the small dimensions of the 
water volumes contained in them indicate that a dashed curve towards the left-hand side of Figure 2 
describes the occurrence of clusters. Considering for the moment that the same equilibrium curve 
applies to the water both in the coarse- and fine-grained soils, it becomes apparent that spontane
ous homogeneous nucleation. will take place at a higher temperature in a coarse-grained soil. It is 

, ~ 

known that in ,an incompletely saturated soil the water in the sIDil remains largely in the smaller 
pores and that because of the formation of menisci the larger pores will not contain water. Thus 
individual samples of water in a 'non-saturated soil will have smaller linear dimensions than water 
in the same soil in a saturated state and 'a lower temperature will be required for spontaneous nu
cleation in the non-saturated soil. 

When spontaneous homogeneous nucleation occurs in the pores of a soil according to the 
conditions shown in Figure 2 so that the clusters grow 'in size to form ice, a restriction will be 
placed on the radius"of curvature at the ice/water interface opposite a pore channel by reason of 
the limiting dimensions of the smaller pores in the soil ,sampie. An increase in the penetration of 
freezing into the soil must be accomplished by the advance of the ice/water interface through the 
pores. Since the radius of curvature .a.t this interface is dictated by the pore size, it will be much 
larger in a coarse than in a fine soil and freezing will advance at a higher temperature in the 
coarse~ soil. In coarse, relatively uniform soils the pore radii are such that propagation of an ice/ 
water interface takes place through the soil at temperatures only slightly below the equilibrium 
(plane surface) temperature., In such soils whose particle sizes range down to about 0.01 mm 
diameter, the freezing temperature of'the pore water is approximately a few hmidredths of a degree 
C below OC. 

. In nature, temperature fluctuations at the ground surface take place over a range o( tens 
of degrees C and the temperature gradients in soil during typic3.l freezing situations may be 1 or 
2 degrees C per foot. During freezing' the OC isotherm gradually penetrates the soil, 'which thereupon 
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freezes in the cQlder regiQn behind (above) the OC iSQtherm, depending UPQn the amQunt Qf super
cQQling required to' freeze the SQil as a, functiQn Qf its grain size assuming that Qther effects are ab
sent. In CQarse SQil the freezing interface will therefQre fQllQW the OC iSQtherm quite closely as it 
penetrates the grQund, and the PQre water freezes in the PQres Qne by Qne, hQmQgeneQusly thrQugh
Qut the SQil mass. In finer-grained SQils such as silts and clays several degrees C Qf supercooling 
are' required befQre nuclei fQrm and grow in the small PQres. CQnsequently, at a particular depth in 
such a SQil, the temperature drQPs gradually as a result Qf a lQwering Qf the (upper) surface tempera
ture. The OC iSQtherm proceeds past the depth withQut nucleatiQn occurring until a temperature 
which depends Qn the size Qf the pore spaces is reached. GrQwth Qf the clusters will take place 
until the ice fllis'the entirep'Qre except fQr the thin layer Qf water between the ice and the SQlid 
particles. This grQwth takes place rapidly, and the temperature in the PQre space is maintained 0'1' 
rises as a result Qf the release Qf latent heat Qn sQlidificatiQn Qf the supercQQled liquid. At this 
PQint further freezing in the next lQwer PQre space is PQssible, Qr alternatively the ice filling the 
frQzen PQre may propagate thrQugh the small channel between the PQres. Either event requires the 
develQpment Qf sufficient amQunts Qf supercQQling, and must await the further penetratiQn Qf the 
OC iSQtherm intO' the SQil. Agreement has nQt been reached amQng the authQrities as to' the precise 
nature Qf the mechanism which cQntrQls further develQpments. The different PQints Qf view will be 
presented. 

JacksQn and Chalmers 16 base their argument Qn the fQllQwing cQnsideratiQn. The mQlecules 
fQrming the ice exist at a lQwer energy state than the mQlecules fQrming the adsQrbed layer around 
the SQil particles, and these, in turn, are at a lQwer energy state than adjacent (at a lQwer level) 
free water mQlecules. Exchange Qf mQlecules acrQSS the ice/water interface takes place cQnstantly 
as described earlier. TherefQre it is PQssible fQr a water mQlecule frQm either the. free water Qr the 
adsQrbed water layer to' jQin the ice surface'. If a water mQlecule frQm an adsQrbed layer jQins the 
mQlecules fQrming the ice structure and is itself replaced by a mQlecule frQm the free water, a lQwer 
energy state will have been reached. Since systems tend tQwards lQwer energy states this is a 
favQrable directiQn fQr the reactiQn to' prQceed. Growth Qf the ice filling this particular VQid space 
takes place effectively as a result Qf a diffusiQn Qf water mQlecules thrQugh the adsQrbed layer 
from the lQwer levels Qf free water. In this process JacksQn and Chalmers cQnsider the adsQrbed 
layer to' have an "equilibrium" thickness which must be majntained. The temperature at the ice/ 
water inter(ace is maintained and nO' propagatiQn Qf ice takes place intO' the next PQre because Qf 
the lQwer temperature required fQr growth thrQugh the small channels. The energy released by 
growth Qf the ice gQes to 1) raise Qr maintain the temperature at the ice/water interface, 2) draw 
up water thrQugh the underlying PQre channels, and 3) cause expansiQn Qf the SQil masf:!. The last 
result is referred, to' as frQst "heaving." The result Qf this prQcess, then, is that the ice structure 
filling the VQid under 'cQnsideratiQn grQWS in size, becQming a so-called ice lens. TO' dO' this it 
draws up water thrQugh the underlying PQres either frQm the SQil immediately belQw the ice lens, 
thereby, reducing its water cQntent, Qr thrQugh the SQil frQm an underlying water table if it is 
present. Negative ,pore pressures are generated in the water adjacent tQ:the develQping ice surface 
as a result Qf the freezing process and result in the supply Qf water to' the developing ice lens. 
The negativepQre pressures under the almQst CQnstant vertical tQtal stress result in an increase in 
the effective stress in the SQil belQw the ice lens and this SQil cQnsQlidates with a cQncQmitant de
crease in permeability. With a gradual decrease in the water supply frQm this cause, the rate Qf 
grQwth Qf the ice lens slQws. JacksQn and Chalmers cQnclude that the wQrk dQne by a grQwing ice 
lens in drawing up water to' aid its grQwth and in expanding against ,the Qverburden pressure CQmes 
about as a result Qf the freezing Qf the fluid, supercQQled belQW a depressed freezing PQint. Were 
,supercooling present to' Qnly very small fractiQns Qf a degree, as in CQarse SQils, they reaSQn that 
heaving Qr expansiQn Qf the SQil CQuid nQt take place. 

AnQther theQry has been put fQrward by Cass a~d Millers, whO' PQstulate that a freezing 
,sQil-water mass behaves analQgQusly to' the QsmQtic system illustrated in Figure 4. Here a cylin
der hQlds a sQlutiQn cQntaining dissQlved electrQlytes, which is separated frQm water'In a reservQir 
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Figure 4. Simple osmom-
eter. 

by a semipermeable membrane. The membrane permits water, but 
not the solute particles, to pass through it. In the reservoir, the 
concentration of solute is less than it is in the cylinder, and in ad
dition the solution in the cylinder is subjected to a hydrostatic 
stress arising from a dead load acting on the piston. A-potential 
pressure'difference exists between the osmotic pressures in the so
lution and the reservoir, and as a result, water flows through the 
membrane. The osmotic pressure associated witQ the solution is a 
function of concentration, so that, with the flow of water through 
the membrane, the solution is progressively diluted. Eventually a 
concentration level will be reached 'at which the attained difference 

in osmotic pr~ssures is just balanced by the pressure induced by the d~ad load on the piston. 

In soils, the concentration of cations in the electric double layer results in an osmotic 
pressure difference between the solution midway between two soil particles and, free water contain
ing fewer ions elsewhere in the system. Cass and Miller suggest that an ice/water interface can 
be considered as a surface effectively midwa.y between particles and that an osmotic pressure dif
ference'therefore exists between the interface and the less concentrated solution in underlying , 
pores. As a result of this difference, water flows from the soil or water table below the ice lens 
(the reservoir in the analogy) to the ice lens, where it freezes, raising the lens and overlying soil 
(the dead weight on the analogous piston). Since ice forms as a pure phase without electrolytes , 
although they may be trapped in pockets; the concentration of ions below the ice tends to increase 
as freezing takes place, whereas the flow of pore water of lower concentration tends to dilute the 
double layer water. A balance is therefore :reached as tqe rate of water flow approaches the rate 
of ice lens growth. 

Cass and Miller pOint out that the concentration of ions in the double layer results in a 
depression of the equilibrium temperature of the water in the double layer, which therefore freezes 
at a lower temperature than pure water. Thus, supercooling is not necessarily involved if freezing 
occurs at temperatures several degrees below ~C. ' Howe~er, water in larger voids below the freez
ing region will be 'supercooled, and the nucleation theory is presumed to apply to this water. 
Further, Jackson and Chalmers state that, " ... since the equilibrium temperature is not' altered 
by the [their] proposed mechanism, ice inthe soil" should melt at DC." This statement appears to 
be contradicted' by the results of various investigators 17 who find that some of t'he ice in frozen 
ground, thaws at temperatures below DC. This would, of course, indicate a lowered equilibrium 
temperature rather than supercooling. " ' 

In Cass and Miller's theory, ice lenses do: not form.in a coarser soil because the water in 
the double, layers which are still present at particle surfaces constitutes an insignificant fraction 
of the total water present in the pores, and,therefore contributes little to the soil's behavior. In 
addition, they 'point out that the larg~r the size of particles of planar shapes the higher must be the 
ratio of the cation concentration at ~he center tothe edge of the particle to maintain a certain flow 
,rate (and therefore ice-lens growth rate). With higher co~centration comes a depression in double 
layer thickness, which limits. the flow process practically. 

Martin26 points out the siinilarityof the:formation' qf periodic ice lenses in some freezing 
soils with periodic precipitation phenomena in, certain che'mical' reactions, the'" Llesegang rings." 
He indicates' that for the periodic formation: of ice le~'ses, the nucleation temperature just below 
the ice front must be lower than that further ahead ~f the' front, and that this can arise both as a 
result of the smaller pore spaces cau~~dby conspiidation and because nucleation' is inhibited by 
the greater degree of organization 'in 'the double layer water asa particle surface 'is approached. 

. .' . . 

Penner's3~ conclltsions are siIilil~{to Jackson and Chalmers', n~mely 'that the energy for 
ice iens formation 'and soil expan'$ioif is IX'()Portidn~~to the ambuntof freezing point depression. 
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Gold ll also attributes the force potential for heaving to a temperature depression due to curvature 
at the ice/water interface, whereas nucker7 indicates qualitatively that freezing point depression, 
which may be due to various factors, is important. 

Miller, Baker and Kalaian27 develop the osmotic theory of Cass and Miller to the point of 
obtaining the relation between particle radius, overburden and pore water pressures, and free,zing 
temperature for uniform (small) spheres in a regular packing arrangement. (Fig. 5). Their theory 
appears to be well checked by experiments carried out on sized fractions of silt. Using Figure 5, 
the pore water pressure (negative) developed just below the ice/water interface can be computed 
if the freezing temperature is observed, and thus calculatiorfs can be made regarding consolidation 
in the underlying soil. 

Without regard to thermodynamic considerations, the mathematical solution of the solidifi
cation process for' a plane solid/liquid interface has been obtained by Horvay15 for the case" of 
volume change on solidification from a supercooled, incompressible melt. The solution indicates 
the development of negative fluid pressures when the density of the solid is less than that of the 
associated liquid. These results have not, as yet, been applied to the freezing of soil water. 

To return to the physical process, heat is still being withdrawn from the ground surface 
as the ice lens develops, and the' OC isotherm penetrates deeper into the soil so that ultimately 
sufficient supercooling will be attained in a pore underlying the ice "lens for freezi,ng to be initiated 
there. A new ice lens will develop, and it will eventually cut off the supply of water to the first 
lens. According to Martin 26 the new formation will take place a short distance ahead of the original 
ice lens, because the nucleation temperature increases with distance from the lens. In addition, if 
the water supply comes from the underlying soil the growth of the ice lens under study may be sub
sequently inhibited as eventual equilibrium is reached between the pressures developed at the ice/ 
water surface in the pores and the effective stresses developed in the' underlying soil. As a result, 
no more water can be withdrawn from the consolidated material. 

It should be remembered that pores and passages of a wide range of sizes exist in a soil 
so that nucleation, freezing and ~ce lens development take place at many sites simultaneously. 
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freezing takes place relatively homogeneously, 

In extremely fine-grained soils the process 
and considerations of the development of an ice 
lens still hold true but the spaces between pores 
are then so small that the low permeability 
places a restriction on the passage of water 
necessary for tJIe growth of an ice lens. The 

I . ,.' '" '; .... ,.,' ". . :- ' 

lens develops only very slowly and as a conse-
quence 'cannot maintain the higher temperatures 
at the ice/water interface; supercooling takes 
place below it, water freezes in adjacent pores, 
the water supply is further reduced, and 

as in coarser soils. 

As a result we see that the development of an ice lens in soil as distinguished from homo
geneous freezing throughout the pores of the soil depends on the size of the pore spaces and thus 
indirectly on the grain size, whatever theory is used to explain its growth; therefore the tendency 
to ice lens formation can be represepted by a diagram such as Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that in 
soils of larger grains the rapid advance of the OC isotherm encountered in practice permits homo-' 
geneous nucleation to take place at many site~ simultaneously, little supercooling takes place, ice 
propagates through the pore channels, and the soil therefore freezes uniformly. As the grain size 
decreases, ice lenses tend to form more readily according to the considerations discussed previously 
until eventually decreasing permeability inhibits their formation in the smallest grain sizes. 

Unfrozen Water in So.n 

Several deductions can be made from the preceding discussion of the probability of nucle
ation in water in ~he pores of a soil, and its relation to the volume of water involved and the tem
perature. The ice content of a given soil at a given constant temperature will increase with time, . 
most likely exponentially. The time constant in the relationship will depend on the pore sizes and 
their distribution, and thus, indirectly, on the grain size. A short time constant will be associated 
with coarse soils, a larger one with the finer-:grained matedals.Theamount of ice present in a 
given soil at,a particular instant will depend on its previous temperature history: a fine-grained soil 
which bas been subjected for some time to a temperature of -lOC and subsequently raised to -SC 
will contain more ice than the same soil subjected for the same total length of time toa temperature 
of -5C only. Other factors such as pressure and the level and frequency of ambient vibration might 
also be expected to affect the quantity.of water remaining unfrozen. The particular clay minerals 
have important effects, also. 

In a fine-grained soil a greater proportion of the total1water present is adjacent to solid 
mineral surfaces (because of the large surface area of aggregates of small particles). Consequently 
relatively less water will be frozen in a fine-grained than in a coarse soil at the same temperature 
and with the same temperature history. 

The quantitative effects of these considerations have been measured by a number of in
vestigators;6 a 30 54 55 results illustrative of the points made above are shown in Figlll'e 7, taken 
from Williams.54 In addition to the other factors, Yong55 found that the percentage of water remain
ing unfrozen in a particular unsaturated, compacted frozen soil depended on the compaction water 
content, reflecting the different structlll'al character~stics of the same material at different water 
contents. 

Typically, in a medium sand of. natural water content 11 to 12%, 95% of the water in the 
pores by weight is frozen at a few tenths of a degree C below zero, whereas essentially 100% of 
the water is frozen at -15 to -20C. The percentage in a sand is little affected by the history of 
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temperature. In a clay, of water content 30%, in a temperature cycle'involving freezing to -15C, 
the percentage by weight of the total water which is frozen changes from 0 at -1 to -2C to 50% at 
~15C; on thawing from this temperature 12% to 20% of the water is still frozen at a temperature of 
-0.5 to -1.0C. . 

The amount of unfrozen water can sometimes be expressed as a simple function of the per
centage of soil grains finer than 211. The building code for foundations on permafrost of the USSR 
contains a table based on plasticity index and plastic limit for engineering computations (values 
are often far from test results). Another method,6a based on specific surface area and other soil 
properties, has been proposed; it resembles a Russian principle of "maximum molecular water 
content." . All these ideas can be justified by selective data but the only reliable determination of 
unfrozen water in an unknown soil is by direct laboratory tests by experienced investigators .. 

·Heaving in Freezing Soils 

From the preceding discussion, it becomes apparent that negative pore pressures develop 
in the soil at the interface between frozen and unfrozen soil. A pressure gradient is thus formed 
in the capillar~ zone between the free water, table and the advancing ice surface; this gradient 
causes a flow of water. to the freezing interface. As th~ water freezes on the ice 'surface, ice lenses 
are formed and the freezing ground heaves. By Darcy's Law the rate of flow of the water v at any 
time t is given by: 

. p 
v = - k grad -. -

Yw 
(6) 
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where k is the permeability of the soil through which. flow is occurring. If a calculation of the 
am'ount of heave which will occur in ~ soil is to be ~ade, the analysis should include both the 
heat transfer process and the consolidation which takes place in a compressible soil ahead of the 
freezing interface as a result of the pore press!ll'e reduction. Thus a freeze-consolidation computa
tion, in numerical form, similar to that discussed in more detail in Thawing and Consolidation (p. 
57)becDmes necessary. If consideration is restricted to incompressible soils so that no consoli
dation is occurring, thEm it is limited to the coarser-grained materials, in which heaving is rela
tively unimportant. This is what seems to have been done by Russian investigators in work cited 
by Tsytovich.46 

. 

Theyhave assumed that no consolidation process is occurring so that the gradient of pore 
pressure can be taken to be constant and equal to the difference between the negative pressure at 
th~ freezing interface and the pressure at the free water-table surface (taken to be atmospheric or 
'zero) divided by the distance between the freezing level and the water table. If the depth of freeze 
is X(t) and the water table depth is D (constant) the pressure gradient is 

grad ~ 
Yw 

Pr 

[D - X(t)]yw 
(7) 

_w'here p( is the ne.gative pressure at the freezing iilterface. Substituting eq 7' in eq 6 gives the 
r,~te of ITow ofwatEW t~ the freezing surface at time t 

v 
yw[D - X(t)] 

(8) 

The total height of heave h which will have occurred up to time t, ignoring the contribution of the 
expansion of the water on freezing, will result from the accumulated quantity of water arriving at 
the freezing surface by this time, since the soil is incompressible. 

h (9) 

If k, Yw and Pr are taken to. be constants, 

h ~ k Pr J t I dt . 
Yw 0 D - X(t) 

(10) 

In general this equation must be evaluated numerically, since X(t) isan arbitrary function of time. 

In addition, for given independent sUrface temperature conditions X(t) itself will be a 
function of the rate of .heave, since heat must be extracted from the water arriving at the freezing 
interface for it to solidify. Consequently X(t) cannot strictly be obtained from a solution of the 
heat transfer problem involving change of state, for some assumed temperature conditions only. 
How~ver, this is apparently what Puzakov did, according to Tsytovich46

, :by takingX(t) to be a 
function of the square root of time, which is the solution resulting from a step-change of tempera
ture at the ground surface. 3 

However, if X(t) is left ~ndetermined, the rate of heave can be written from eq 8 or 10 by 
expanding in binomial form 
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ah 
, dt 

,. ': ~ ••• w 

kPr [1 +. X(t) + IX(t,)]2+< .. ] 
Vyw ,D D2 

. . 

13 

(11) 

since X(t) < D. It can be seen from eq 11 that the initial rate of heave (t and XCO small), under 
these circumstances,. becomes independent of the thermal conditions, 

(
dh) k Pr . 
- :::::--

dt hO Dyw 
(12) 

As X increases the tate of heave increases in this case. 

In an experimental investigation on frost heaving in a compressible soil, Higashi13 concluded 
that the results could be best fitted by an equation of the form 

dh 

dt 
A _ B dX . 

dt 
(13) 

Higashi explained_this equation on -the' basis thalthe'suct'iOIipi'~ssure Prrn varied withthe.·area" . 
of the ice surface at the freezing' interface. When'" an ice "lens'was f6r"mihg;-the'area/was hi.rge aiid 
the suction pressure Prrn large. This occurs when the rate of frost penetration is low. When the' 
rate of heat. extraction exceeds the rate required to freeze the water drawn to the ice surface, the 
freezing interface moves down, the ice surface area is reduced, and Pr, is reduced. Thus Higashi 
arrives at an equation for Pr: 

dX 
Pr = Pr rn - Cat· (14) 

In his experiments, the depth D to the water table was large (several feet) compared to the 
maximum depth of penetration of freezing (several inches) so that the denominator in eq 8 becomes 
essentially co~stant. Substitution of eq 14 in eq 8 then gives an equation of the form ofeq 13. It 
therefore appears that, depending on the soil type and the location of the water table, and to a 
lesser extent on the thermal conditions, the rate of heaving may be almost constant, may increase 
with time, or diminish with time .. These variations in the heaving rate may be observed in the re
sults of tests carried out on a variety of soils by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.41

: 

Besides the direct effect of raising founda~ions, highways or other structures built directly 
on soil which subsequently freezes and heaves, heaving can also impose considerable uplift 
forces on piles or piers imbedded in the freezing soil. In such cases the adhesion of the freezing 
soil to the pile enables the heaving ground to transmit an upward force to the pile. Such a force 
has been measured at 55,000 lb on an 8-in.-diam steel pipe pile and 35,000 lb on a 7-in.-diam 
creosoted pile. These corresponded to average bonding stresses of 40 and 10 psi on the two piles 
respectively. 32 Theforce is strongly influenced by relative movement, and rapidly falls if the pile 
is' allowed to move slightly. 

In practice, the problem arises of determining the. extent to whiCh ,a given' soil in-place ,or 
to be used in construction, is susceptible ,to heaving under the prevailing conditions of climate 
and availability of ground water. The earliest investigatiorts of the behavlm of different soils 
were carried out by Taber43 and were followed bya detailed investigation by"Beskow; 3 The "frost
susceptibility" of various soils has been' studied in detail by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
The results of these and other" inveStigations have been summarized by' Linell and Kaplar . 25 
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers24 has classified the frost susceptibility of a soil with 
reference to its behavior during a standard laboratory heaving test. , The test is carried out on a 
6-in.-diam by 6-in.-high saturated specimen, well lubricated and insulated at the cylindrical surface 
and subjected to a freezing temperature at the top surface only. Free water is made continuously 
avail~ble at the pase of the specimen and the rate of penetration of freezing in the soil is kept 
close to 0.25 in.lday~* The soil samples 'are compacted to 95%, or more than thELdry unit weight 
of the applicable standard, unless' an undisturbed soil is being used. A small standardized pres
sure is applied to the specimen. 

The frost-susceptibility of the soil is assessed on the basis of the observed rate of heaving, 
in millimeters per day, of the upper surface of the soii sample. The average rate of heaving is de
termined from a portion of the plot of heave versus time,' where the slope of the curve is relatively 
con~tant, and where the penetration of the OC isotherm is between ';4 in. and % in. per day. The 
rate is averaged over at least 5 days. A rate below 1 mm/day is considered to be very low to 
n~gligible; above 1 mm/dayitis significant'forEmgineeringpurposes.Avalue oflt02 mm/day is 
termed low, 2 to 4 is medium, 4 to 8 is high, and above 8 mm/day is very high. The rate of heave 
in the field is generally much less than in these laboratory tests which are carrie d out under condi
ti~ns very conducive to heaving, and a small surcharge has a, big effect in reducing heave,25 par
ticularly in a silt. 

In general, f()r usuaLratesof freezing and water availability , as discussed earlier, the 
tendency to heaving l,1~on,~eiIlg frozen'is p~imarily 'mani'fested by soils posses~ing some fraction 
in the silt and coarser ciay sizes. Coarser soils do not appear to heave, and~uch fi~er materials~ 
like fat clays for example, have too Iowa permeability to heave in natural conditions at a rate detri
mental to structures. Lenses in silts are much smoother, and thicker than those in, most ,clays, and 
silts heave much more quickly. 

The proportion of fine grains present for heaving to be significant in a construction soil 
was :studied by Beskow and by Casagrande~ 4a Casagrande's results led him to the conclusion 
that a considerable ice segregation would ~cur on freezing of a nonuniform soil which possessed 
more than 3% of its weight in grains smaller than 0.02 mm. If the soil was very uniform the per
centage by weight smaller than 0.02 mm in size above which substantial segregatiolloccurs is 10%. 
This .result was and still is employed by the U.S. Ar'my and many other agencies as aeriterion of 
the frost susceptibility of a soil. However, subsequent investigations by Ducker7 and by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers 24 have served to refine the understanding of the'influence of grain size ' 
on the heaving process. There is, of course, a gradual change in the extent to whichfrost heav
ing is exhibited by a soil, as the proportion of fine grains is increased; the 3% criterion indicates 
only ,a useful approximate boundary for use in the preliminary identification of the heaving cap
ability of a 'given soil and for use iIi specifications .. The Corps of Engineers studies indicated 
that the intensity of frost h~aving manifested b~ a soil not only depEmded on the proportion of 
grains smaller than 0.02 mm present, but also on the grain size distribution' of the 'fine fraction; 
Examinations of the effect of. the type of mineral ,constituting the fine fraction have aIso been 
carried out by the Corps of Engineers, and by Ducker. They found that a fIne fraction composed of 
clay minerals was more effective in producing heaving than were: non-clay minerals', although varia
tions by factors ofa 'hundred took place between soils containing fines co~posed of the same clay 
mineral but with different exchangeable cations. Ducker also concluded from his studies that the 
mineralogical and chemical composition of the fine-grained component was very important in deter
mtning the frost susceptibility of a soiL 

Linelland:K~plar24 conclude that, although.t'h~3% finer thari 0.02' riun crite'rion, which has 
been employe,d, is. validas a guide to the ,tJehavior,ofsome soils, no such criterion can be generally 

. . '. .... . ,~. '. , 
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* Heave-classification tests at constant surface temperature using specimens in multi-ring'containers ' 
were re-iOtroduced at CRREL in 1967. 34 '" .' , '" ' , 
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applied .. They find that gravelly soils containing between 2 and 4% by weight of material finer 
than the 0'702 mm size exhibit uncertain frost-sl.lsceptib!e behavior ,Which must be examined by lab
oratory. tests. Such soils with a percentage of nnes greater than 4% should be considered Irost
susceptible. In addition, sands with fines contents 'between 2 and 15% should be subjected to lab-

, oratory tests, while sands containing proportions of fine grains higher than 15% are cer tainly frost
susceptible.' 

. Factors other than so!l gradation and mineral type playing a par t in the heaving of a soil 
during freezing which are discussed,by Linell and Kaplar 24 are local geology, freezing point (salt 
concentration); partic~e shape, organic content, and such physical parameters as compaction, re-

, m'oldmg and amount of surcharge. Consideration is also given to remedial measures for inhibiting 
. the :amountof heaving in frost-susceptible soils .. These include design procedures to limit frost 

penetration and water availability, the use of chemical additives and techniques of thermal insula
. tion or modification. 

Cla~sification of Frozen Soils 

It has been shown' in the previous section that the manner in which the pore water in soil 
freezes depends on the type of sQil, degree of saturation, overburden,pressure and r'ate of 
freezing. The U.S. Army C9rps of Engineers together with the! N~tional Research COlll1cil of 
Canada have develop,ed a classifimition 'system/5 now a Military Standard, to describe frozen' 
soil for identification and engineering purposes. Because of the influence of the -soil type, 
thesoil.constituent should also be identified and this is usually done through the use of the 
.'Unified Soil Classification System. The. table and descriptive material 1.n this section are 
taken from the paper by Linell and .Kaplar. 25' t> 

The main details of the Unified System are shown in Table I. Briefly, the soil is divided 
, into groups, principally on the basis of grain size: gravel, G; sand, S; silt, M; clay, C; and organic 
material, O. Peat is aCyorded the separate symbol PL The symbols are used in a simplified code 
to describe the essential features of a soil for engineering; purposes as follows. If the soil in 
question contains only sand or gravel sizes its main feature of interest is its degree of uniformity. 
When essentially only one size is present in the soil, it IS described as "poorly graded" and ac
corded the symbol P. A soil with a wide range of sizes is called "well-:graded," W. The uniform
ity symbol is placed immediately following the grain-size symbol such as, for example, GW, a well-
graded 'gravel,SP, a uniform sand. No more than two symbol's are employed. ' 

Among the finer-grained soils, an engineer is mainly concerned with the extent to which 
they possess plastic properties ,since this. reflects. other engineering characteristics of the mate
rial such as compressibility. Highly plastic fine,.grained soils are described by the symbol H, and 
soils of low compressibility by L, the letter again appearing second in the classifIcation. A. 
highly ·compressible, silt is signified by MH. Mixtures of soils are given designations such as GS, 
a sandy gravel. Other examples, are seen in Table I. The identification of the fine-grained soils 
is assisted by locati'ng them "on the' Casagrande Plasticity Chart after their liquid and plastic limits 
have been determined. 

In the classification of .frozen soil, the soil phase can be placed in the appropriate category 
of Table I (Part I of Table II) but the presence and nature of the ice distribution requires its own 
systemiatic description. The system develope.d and recommended for describing· and classifying 
frozen,soils is shown in Table II and is larg~ly self~expianatorywhen the ,method of assigning . 
symb<:>ls t~ describe.' the soil pl].~s~ alone is understood. T~e principal basis 'o(description (Table 
II, Part II}lies in the presence or absence of segregated ice in the soil. . Excess ice existing in' 
the soil in the form of lenses or veins is of most concern tothe engineer with regard to the behav
ior of the soil mass on possible thawing. In this respect, excess. ice is considered to be, such a 
volume of ice·in the soil that, upon melting, ,i~ cannot be held in the soil's voids at the existing 



Table I. Unified soil classification system (including identification and description). 
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(1) BoWldAry cla .. ificat10ns: 50111 poa.eas1118 ch&racterht1cI of tvo gI"OU;>s are d.el1gnated by callblnat10na of groUJ) lymbo11. For example CW..cc, vt!.ll-8:rad.ed gl've1-eand mixture v1th clay b1nder. (2) All alew slul on this cb&rt a~ U. S. atandard. 

FIEW IDllfI'IFlCATIOli I'JlOCEIJ!m:S PO~ FIIIE-GRAlNED SOlI.> O~ rnAcrIOliS 
Theile procedure a are to be'perfOnDed aD the m..1nua No. 40 a1eve a1u partiel .. , approx1.mately 1/6).. 1n. For field caaeification purposes, 

acreening h not lnteruad', aimply remove by, hand the coaTie partic~ea that interfere v1th the tena. 

Dilatancy (",ac~ ion to aha.lliD8) 

A.tt.er reaovtn, pe.rtlclel larger than lie. 40 aie~ aiu, prrpare a pat ot DOln 
aol1 vith • volumr at about o~-h&.lt cubic incb. Add enOUgh water it nece ... ry 
to -.ke the loll 801'1. but not nicky. 

Place the Pot in the open palm at oor hand a.nd llha.k.e horil.onta.liy, strik1ns 
vigoroualy apinl!rt. the other hand aevera.1 t1.aea. A positlve' reaction conailte 
of the appearance of vater on the .urface at the- pat vbich cha.n8es to a 11very 
conshtency a.nd "beccaea glouy, When th.e: sample 18 aqueer..ed "bet~en the 
fin«:era, tbe ..... ter &.Dd gloa. di .. ppear tram the lurface) the pat atiffens, and 
rinally it crack. or cr'I...IIIIble., The rapid1ty at appearance ot vater during 
sh&.k.lnc and at ita disappea.rance durlng aquee:[iog anilt in identifying the 
character of the f1n1t. in a aoll. 

Very fine clean aandl 81'n' the quiculJt and moat d1atinct Te4ction whereas a 
plAlti:: clay haa no reaction, Inorganic al1ts, auch aa a typical rock tlOur, 
ahov a'mod.erately quic .. reaction, 

Dry Strength (CI'\1&hioa char.ctertet lca) 

After removing particlel larger than No. 40 sieve alu, mold a pat at 15011 to the 
consistency at putty, adding vater it ,neces88.ry. Allow. the pat to dry ccmpletely 
by oven, sun. or .1r-d..ry1l16, and then teet it& strength by breaking and cro.abl1l16 
betvt!en the tingers. Thi8 strength is a mealure at 'the character and qUantity at 
the colloidal traction contaloe-d in the 8011. 'I'be- dry .trength Incrra&e& vith 
iecreasins plalticity. 

High dry strength is characteristic for ClaYI of the CH group. A typical inor
p.n1c IUt poaaeaees only very alight 'dry Itrength. Silty tine Mnds &nd sl1tl 
have about the ea.me alight dry strength, but. ca.n be distingu.1s.hed by the reel 
when povd.er1n8 the dried specimen. Fine sand feels gritty vhe~aa a typ1cal silt 
bal the amocth teel of flour. 

TOughn.'ss (conll1rtency Dear plaltlc 11a.1t) 

A!'ter particles larger tha.o t.he "0. 40 aieve siu are removed, III lpeclmen of' sol1 
about one-half inch cube In siu, 111 molded to the consistency o( putty. If too 
dry, vater must ~ added aod it Iticicy, the speclmen should be ap~.d out in a 
thin la~r and &1loved to Ivse scme .lD.oistl.U"'e by e.vaporatiOD. Thton tbe lpec1.mrn 
16 rolled out by band on a smooth lurface or betveeo the paw Into a thread. about 
one--elghth inch in diameter. The thread is then folded a.nd ~rolled repeatedly. 
During this manlpu..l.ation the m.oistu.re content ls gn.du&ily reduced and the speci
men stlftenl!l, tina..l..l.y losea ita plasticity, and crumblea wen the plaatic l1..m.1t 
ia reached. 

Arter the thread crumblel, the pieces should be llllZrpf!d together and. a Blight Clead1.nc 
action continued Wltl1 the lump cncbles. 

The tougher the thread. near the plaatic 11..m.1t and. the stiNer the lump ~n It 
tlna.lly cnables, the more potent is the colloidal clay fraction ln the 1011. 
'Jea.lcness at the thread at the p.l&atic limit &nd quic" 10 .. at coh.e~nce ot the 
lump ~lav tbe plaatic l1A.1t lndica.te either inorganic c!.&y at low plastlc1ty, or 
IZIlterl&.1s auch all kaolin-type clay. and. orp.nlc claya whlch occur belov the A-line. 

Highly orp.n.lc c.l.a.ya have • very vn.lr. &.Dd. ~ t •• l at the plAatlc: UAlt. 



PART I 

'DESCRIPTION OF 
SOIL PHASE (aj 

(I ndependent of 
F rOlen State) 

Table D. Classification system of frozen soils. 

Classify Soil Phase by the Unified Soil Classification Systelft' 

P~rtinent Properties of Frozen Guide for Construction on Soils Subject to Freezing and Thawing (I) Major Group Sub-Group 
Naterials Which May be Measured ~--:,----....--------------------------i 
by Physical Tests to Supplement Thaw 

Description Designatio~ 

(2) (3) 

Description Designation 

Poor I y 'bonded 
or fdab! e· 

(5) 

NI 

Field Identification 
Field Identi fitatian Characteristics 

( 6) (7) 

tdenti fy by visual examination. To determine IM"esence In-Place Temperature' 

(B) 

1 
Usuall y 

thaw-sta'J'e Segregated 
ice is not 
vi si ble by I 

of elcess ice, use procedure under note (c) below and. 
1-------+--.-----1 hand magnifying lens as necessary. For soils not fully Density and Void Ratio 

PART II 

DESCRIPTION OF 
FROZEN SOIL 

PART III 

DESCRIPTION OF 
SUBSTANTIAL ICE 

STRATA 

eye 
(b) 

Segregated 
ice is 

visible by 
'eye. 

(Ice I inch 
or less 

in 
thickness) 

(b) 

Ice 
(Greater 

than I -inch 
in 

thici<ness) 

ICE 

No el':cess 

Well 
bonded 

Excess 
ice 

Individual ice 
crystal s or 
incl usions 

Ice coatings on 
particl es 

Random or 
i rregul arl y 
oriented ice 
formations 

Strati fied or 
distinctly 
or iented ice 
formations 

Ice with soil 
incl usions 

Ice wi thout 
$Oj 1 incl usian. 

I n 
I 

Nb ~---
I 
I e 
I 

V. 

Vc 

Vr 

Vs 

Ice + 
soil type 

Ice 

saturated. estimate degree of ice saturation:' Medium, a. In Frozen State" 
Low. Note presence of crystals, or of ice coatings b. After Tnawin~'!n Place 
around larger particles. ~_-+-_~ 

Wnter Content (tot~I-H20. 
, including ·ice) "', 

For ice pnase, record the fo II owi ng as app I i cabl e: 

Locat ion 
Orientation 
T"': ;~:'Ie5S 
Len~th 
Spaci n9 
Hardness ) 

Size 
Shape 
Pattern of 

arrangement 

Structure) per Part III ~elow. 
Color ) 

E,ti"'lte volume of visible segregated ice present as 
percent of total samp! e vol ume. 

Desi~nate ~aterial i .. ICE (d) and use de~criptive 
terms as follows, usually one item from each group. as 
appl ica~le: 

Hardness 

HARD 
SOFT 

(of mass. not 
individual 
crystals) 

Structure 

CLEAR 
CLOUDY 
POROUS 
CANDLE~ 
GRANULAR 
STRATIFIED 

Color 

(Examples): 
- COLORLESS 

GRAY 
.~ BLUE 

Ad'ni xtures 

( Ex ... ple): 
CONTAINS FEW 
THI N SI LT 
INCLUSIONS 

a. I..verage 
b. Oi stri 'Jut ion· 

Strenqth 
a. Comp ress i ve 
b. Tensi Ie 
c. Snear 
d. Adfreeze 

Ellstic Properties, 

PI ast ic Propert ies 

Thermal Properties 

I ce Crystal Structure (using 
optical instruments) 

I 

a. Orientation of Axes, 
b. Crystal Size 
c. Crystal Shape 
d. Pattern of Arrangement 

Same as Part II above, as 
appl icable: with special 
emphasi s on I ce Crystal 
Structure. 

Usual I y 
thaw-unstable. 

Ice Coatings on Particles are discernible layers of ice found on or below the larger 
SO i 1 part i ci es ina frozen so i I II'IISS, They Ire somet imes associ ated wi th hoarfrost 
crystals, which have grown in,to voi~~ producf!d by the freezing action. 

.~~(ra~rt~:d f:~i~~ f~~1 t~~s!~~e~~:! .~:~t !~;s r:;~ s~~,~~y.t~~~~i ~~~~h:~ ~~e!~7n~~e 
Friat.de denotes extre",ely ",eak bond between soil particles. :Material is easily 
broken up. 

. !~:s~rYe~:~t~~ s'a m:;rbe s::~~~ ~d~~~~~a!r i ~~ :a~!~~ ~ ~ ~:~~ b~7 t~ n o!~:/~~: ~;r:a:~~~ 5, 

~ is transparent arid contains only a moderate numt.er of air bubbles. (e) 

&ou~; Ice is relatively opaque due to entrained air bubbles or other reasons, but 
IC IS essentially sound.,d non-pervious, (e) 

Thaw-Stable frozen soils do not, on thawing, show loss of str,enl]th below normal, 
long-t Ime tnawed val ues nor produce detr imental set t1 emeiit. 

Thaw-Unstable frOlen soi Is show, on thawing. si'lnificant loss of strength below 
normal, 10n~-tilTle thawed values and/or significant settlement, as a direct result 
of the ",el tinf] of the excess ice in the soil. 

. Criteril 

(9) 

Most inorganic soils containing 3 percent or more of "Jrains 
finer than 0.02 Iftm in diameter by weight are frost-susceptible 
for pavement desi an purposes. Gravel s. well-graded sands .,d 
s i I ty sands., espec i all y those approach i n9 the theoret i cal IftU

ifl"um density curve, .tIich contain 1-1/2 to 3 percent finer b,. 
wei1ht than 0.02 "'" size should be considered as possibly 
frost-susceptible and should be subjected to • standard labo
ratory frost suscepti~il ity test to evaluate actual behaviour 
during freezing. Unito,," sandy soils-Iftay have liS high as 10 
percent of grains finer than 0.02 "'" by wei1ht without being 
frost-susceptible. However,~ their tendency to occur inter ... 
bedded with other soils usually makes it im~rlctical to 
consi der them separatel y. 

Soils classed as frost-susceptible under the above pavement design crit .. 
ria are lik~ly to develop significant ice segre'1ation and frost heave if 
frozen at normal rates with free ",ater readily available •• Soils so 
frozen will fall into the tha ... unsta~le category. Howe.er. they may also 
be classed as tha.stable if frozen with insufficient water to .permit ice 
segre9ation. ----

Soils classed as ':Ion-frost-sus~eptible under the above criteri~,usually 
occur wi thout s..i·ljnificant ice segr.egation,Md are usually tha __ statJle 
for pavement appl ieations. Ho~ver! the criteria Ire. not, exact and "lay 
be inadequate for some structure appl ications: exceptions ma,. al so relul t 
from .mi nor soi I vari at ions. 

In permafrost areas, ice wedges, pockets, veins, or other ice bodies !IIay 
be found whose mode of origin is di fferent from that described above. 
Such ice ma,. be the resul t of lonq-tille .surface expansion and contraction 
phenor.'lena or may be glacial or other ice .... '!'Iich has been buried under a 
protecti ve earth co~er. 

Th' letter ., .. " ltaown are ·to be affiled to the 
Unified Soil CI~ .. ific.tion letter designation., or .a,. be 
uled in conjunction with graphic sYllbah, in uplontion 
log. or geologic,,1 profiles. E .. lllple _. a lean clay with 
essenti"lIy h0.r.izonhl ice 1enses. 

T!T 
l..U 

Porous Ice contains numerous voids, usually interconnected and usually resultinQ from 
~ ai r bubbles or along crystal interfaces from presence of sal t or other . 
materials in the water, or from the freezing of saturated sno\tli. Though· rorous, the 
mass retains its structural unity. 

Candled Ice i·s ice which has'rotted or otherwise fOnlled into lana columnar crystals, 
<ory loosel y ~onded together. 

(a) When rock 'js encountered, standard rock classi fication terminolo~y should be used. 

(b) Frozen soils in the It group ma,.. on clo'se e.aminati~n: indicate presence of ice 
within thevoidsofthe material by.crysta~line reflection~orby a sheen on fractured or 
tri'l'lmed surfaces. However, the ImpreSSion to the unaided 'eye'is that none of the 
frozen water occupies space in excess of the ori'linal voids in the soil. Theopposite 
is true of tr,zen soils in the ~ Qroup. . . 

rhe descriptive·nUle of the froze!' soil type "nit" cOllplele 
description of the frozen ",derial lore the fund"mentAl ele
ments of this ch •• ification :.cheme. Addition,,1 descriptive 
data shoul d be added where necessary. The letter symbol s 
.,e second.,y and are intended only for convenience in pre .. 
Daring graphical presentations. Since it is frequentl y il'l'
prACtic,,1 to describe ice forlllations in frozen ·soils by 
means of words IIlone, sketches IIn~ photographs shaul d be 
used where IIPpropriate, to supplement descriptions. 

Granular Ice is composed of coarse, ITIOre or less equidil'\ensional, ice cryst2llsweakly 
bonded together. 

Ice Lenses are lenticular ice .fonnations in soil occurrinQ essentially parallel to 
each other, generally.normal to the di.rection of heat loss and commonly in repeated 
layers. 

~~e s!~V~~9~~:n;; ~~~ ~~~~!~ w~:s i ~~i :~t:~ S~~~!!II~~S~~~e~~r:~s~f v~~~:, I :~:. ~asses 
Welt-bonded signifies that the soil particles are strongl,. ~eld together by the'-ice 
and that the Ifrozen ~il possesses relatively high resistance tochiPllingorbreaking,' 

(c) When visual methodS may be inadequate, a simple field test to aid evaluation of 
volume of excess ice can I)e Ifoade ~,y placing some frozen soil in a small jar, allo .... 
ing it to melt and observinQ the quantity.of supern~tant water as a percent of total 
vol ume, "" 

(d) Where special forms of ice. such. as hoarfrost. can be distinquished, rore ex
pi icit description should be given. 

(e) Observer should be careful to avoid beinl'1 "'i'sled by surface scratches or frost 

The abbrcviltion nft is cOMonly used to de,ign~te 
non-frost-sulceptible IIlterilils on explorillion 101)1 i.nd 
drawings. 

coatino on tt'le ice. ' 
Arc~ic Construction and F~~st Eff~ct Laboratory, U. S. Amy E~t]ineer Division, ",e. Enol and, WII tham, Mass, ,January 1961 
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stress state without significant settlement. Alternatively,'~ thawed soil which contains' excess
ice will exhibit a higher void ratio with a consequently lower strength than it would possess at 
equilibrium under the stress conditions at its in-place depth. Such a soil is therefore referred to 
as "thaw-unstable"; frozen ground not containing excess ice is termed "thaw-stable." 

. An excess of ice can sometimes be estimated visually with or without the aid of a hand lens, 
or: can be determined roughly by thawing the soil iri a container. Excess water will overlie the 
settled soil. However, a reliable estimate can only De/obtained by thawing the soil in a consoli~ 
dometer under a stress equal to the in-situ overburden, or proposed construction pressure. If the 
soil is homogeneously frozen, with no ice segregation, the mechanicalp'operties,of the .frozen 
ground will depend in large measure on the degree to which the soil particles are ,bound together 
by the: ice. Those soils with a low degree of saturation will tend to freeze into a poocly bonded or 
friable state; at higher water contents, the bonding improves. Finally, the ice itself, present in 
layers, lenses,. vems, or more massive structures, possesses differing structural characteristics 
and the classification of these is described in Part III of rable It It should be noted', as the 
table points out, that an adequate verbal d~scription of the frozen soil and ice should always be 
given. The descriptive letters may be appended but are primarily intended for graphical and logging 
purposes. The description of the ice should be supplemented by sketches or drawings illustrating 
its pertinent features. 

There are two additional designatlons used tode~cribe frozen ground: the symbol N if there 
is no visible sign of segregated ice; V if it is visible. Lower case letters are added to these as ex
plained in Table II to indicatefutther subdivisioris' of the classification. To illustrate the frozen 
soil classification system, a typical boring log is shown jnTable III, 25 The table is self-explana
tory except that the extent of frozen material encountered in the bore-hole is indicated by the thick 
line drawn down the left-hand side of the log. 

It should be pointed out that it is not always safe to ,assume that frozen bedrock will be 
stable when' thawed, since excess ice maybe present in fissure,S, crevices, and cracks in the rock. 
Linell and Kaplar point out that, in cases where laboratory test results are uncertain, field loading 
and thawing tests may be necessary. 

Thermal Properties 

CRSE Monograph II-At, by Scott, deals with the thermal properties of frozen soils as used 
in computations at temperatures not far from OC,' and presents curves of thermal conductivity. But 
the properties are temperature-depenqent, and temperature effects cannot be ignored at cryogenic 
temperatures. Thermal conductivity rises and specific heat falls as temperature falls, which means 
that thermal diffusivityrises markedly witha fall in temperature. For example, a clay, 30% water 
content, at-200C may have a diffusivity of more than 4 times its value at -10C. 34 ' 

Reat capacity is usually computed by summing the amounts for water, ice, and mineral con
stituents, assuming 0.17 to be the specific heat of the mineral particles, and using published data 
(depending on temperature) for water and ice. . 

. . .. . 

. The amount of unfrozen water is measured by careful calorimetry, taking the latent heat of . 
ice as 79.68cal/g, and its specifiC heat as 0.508 cal/g C (for an average value at temperatures. 
from 0 to _5C).54 

Elecirical Properties 

Very little' w~khas been :done on. the electrical properties of frozen soils, and that only in 
connection with electricalres~i:;tivity sUrveys in permafrost. There ,is a sharp increase in d-c re'" 
sistivityas soil freezes, from 4 to 20 times its value for the unfrozen soil. This property has been 
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Table ID. Example ,~f th~: use of the classification systems. 

SOIL DESCRIPTION ICE FEATURES 
(EI. 963.2) 0.0 -r---r----~-------......;...-;..------......;...

Orgamc,' sandy Sll..T, not frozen None 

--
I:' 
I-
Q.. 

w 
0 

'OL 
1.5 ~---+--~------~------------~~------------------~ 

Brown, well-graded, sandy GRAVEL None 

1.8~------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.7 

5.4 

7.7 

9.1 

10.5 

14.3 

,16.0 -

G W Brown, wen-graded, sandy GRAVEL 
N f " frozen, poorly bonded 

G W Brown, well-graded, ~andy GRAVEL 
Nbn frozen, poorly bonded 

ML 
Vs 

Ice 

Pt 

MH 
Vr 

B 
e 
d' 

Black, micaceOus, sand SILT 
frozen ' 

Dark brown PEAT 

frozen, well-bonded 
higl:l degr~e of saturation 

Light brown SILT 
frozen 

Laminated SHALE 
, Top few feet weathered, 

No visible segregation, negli
gible thin ice film on gravel 
sizes and Within larger voids 

No visible segregation 

Stratified·horizontal ice lenses 
average 4" in horizontal ex
tent; hairline to ~" in thickness, 

. W' to %" spacing. Visible ex
cess iceapprox 20% of total vol
ume. Ice lenses hard, clear, 
colorless 

Hard, slightly cloudy, colorless, 
few scattered inclusions of 
silty SAND 

Approx 5% visible ice 

Irregularly oriented ice lenses 
and layers ~" to %" thick on ran~ 
dom ,pattern grid approx 3" to 4" 
spaCing. Visible ice approx 
10% of total Volume. Ice mod
erately soft, porous, gray-white 

1,1;6" thick ice lenses in fissures 
to' 16.0'. None' below 

r 
o 

, c 
J, k J 

20.6 Bottom of exploration 

Heavy bar shown from 1.~ to 16.0 ft indicates frozen soil. 

19 
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used in instruments designed to locate the bounda.ry between. unfrozen and frozen soil. For sandy 
soils the principle works well but for the fine-grained soils the boundary is not distinct, hence the 
data are less precise~ 

Observed values show so much scatter that no useful purpose is served by listing data. How
ever, for an order-of-magnitude example, a saturated sand had a resistivity of about 200 ohm-m un
frozen and about. 1000 ohm-m when frozen at about-2C. Other examples show a ratio of resistivity 
frozen to resistivity unfrozen of up to 30. The resistivity of frozen peat may be in the thousands; 
a dry sand could also have that value .. Joesting16a gives some typical values obtained in Alaska. 

MECHANICS OF FROZEN aROUND 

Introduction - Mechanical Properties of Frozen Solls 

The mechanical properties of frozen soils of primary interest are those needed to evaluate 
the soil as a foundation material. In the early stages of the study of frozen soils, the material was 
c'onsidered to bea brittle solid46a whose strength was taken to be that obtained from a rapid load 
test oIi a specimen of the frozen soil. Later it came to be recognized that the time-dependent vis
cous behavior of frozen soils was important and that the' temperature of the frozen ground had an 
important effect on the time~dependent properties. 52 The compressive stress at which plastic de
formations began to be important was found to be an orqer of magnitude lower than that required to 
cause the soil specimen to fail in a test of short duration. Thus, in recent years the time-load
temperature-deformation behavior of frozen soils has been extensively studied,35 36 52 as have the. 
stress conditions at failure under different conditions of loading. Not only is the deformational 
behavior of frozen soil alone of interest, but also the condition's of frozen soil behavior at its con
tacts with other materials. The latter phenomenon is called "adfreeze" and is of importance in 
calculating the stability of various types of foundations, especially pile foundations, for load 
capacity and for heave forces. 

Accordingly, attention in this section is focused primarily on those soil properties necessary 
to determine the time-deformation relationships' and not properties which are a measure of soil 
strength or ultimate load carrying capacity. These topics will be.treated in a later section. 

The viewpoint adopted here is tpat the well-developed theories of solid mechanics may be 
employed to predict this desired time-load-deformation' performance of the foundation. When the soil 
properties are known these theoretical 4evelopments may be used as guidelines in determining and 
using the pertinent mechanical properties~ 

The necessarybases of solid mechanics theory are reviewed in the next section. Once this 
background is obtained it is almost at once apparent what the important mechanical properties are. 
Methods for determining these properties from a few key laboratory experiments are discussed and 
typical examples presented. 

After the appropriate characteristics of the material have been determined, solution of suit-l-:.h k: 
able boundary value problems or use of existing solutions leads to desired information concerning 
field situations of interest. For this reason a portion of this section is devoted to a discussion of 
solutions existing in·the literature. Examples are presented to illustrate the application of the 
theory to several 'problems of importance in frozen ground mechanics. 

In addition a technique is i~dicated for measurmg in the field some of the mechanical prop
erties of interest. 
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Stress and Strain in the Theory of Solid· Mechanics 

In the following pages an elementary survey is IX'esented of the basics of the mechanics of 
deformable media. 

The concept 'of stress is well known and accordingly only a few comments will be made to 
devel()p the nature of a "state of stress. ~'A state of stress aij is specified by giving the six com
ponents with reference to a particular coordinate system. In the case of rectilinear Cartesian co
ordinates (R.C.C.) the stress tensor is described by: 

Tyx ay :TyZ ' (15) 

Tzy ' Tzy az 

When referred to another coordinate system the same state of stress will have different com
ponents. It is therefore convenient to have a method of speCifying the state of stress that is inde
pendent of the coordinate'system. 

This is done' by re'ferfing' to the' 'striess" statEf in' terrrifP6fthe;prmblpat stresses: and"llieir'-O: ' 
orientations. ~ Ns'tres~r:is'·'a:: principal :;str~ss::if. 'therei<arend:\she'arr~c6mpbheiiti~f oii"tlie··pH(oEf"ori'.'whi'ch ' ..... ~;:,':.: :,,'d::>.,,:·': .. -

the stress acts. Symbolically in ... 

a1 0 0 

alj 0 a2 0 (16) 

0 0 a3 

a
1

, a2 , a3 are the principal~tresses. A,state of stress, is a quantity which is independent of, or. 
"invariant" with respect to, the coordinate system and accordingly it can also be expressed in 

. terms of invariant functions. 

The three invariants for the stress tensor are: 

(17) , 

It is often found convenient to· separate the stress tensor into two·, parts, each aSSOCiated 
with a different type of mechanical behavior: 

a 0 0 a' Txy • TXZ • x 

aij 0 a 0 + Tyx • a' Tyz • (18) 
'1 

0 0 a iT " .a Tzy' a' z 

where a ='1/3, ax', etc. . (ax -1/3) etc., and T xy', etc. = T xy' etc. 
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The first part of the right hand side of eq. 18 is called the spherical tensor and represents 
that part of the stress state that is hydrostatic. It 'therefore contains no shearing stresses. The 
second part on the right-hand side of eq 18 is called the deviatoric tensor and describes the shear
ing stress system. 

There are three conditions \\Ihicn the state qf stress must satisfy. These are determined from 
consideration of an element of volume in terms of the principle 'of ·c'onservati6n:of:momentum. The 
resulting equat~ons state that, inthe limit, the stress differences on oPPosite faces of the elemen
tal volume must have zero resultants. In rectangular Cartesian: coordinates .these equilibrium equa-
tions may be written as follows: . 

o 

(19) 
a,xy auy a1Jz 
--+-"-+-"-ax ay az 

o 

a,xz a1Jz auz o ax ay qz . 

in which the effects of body forces and inertia terms have been neglected. 

It is now convenient to discuss the concept of strain which will be taken up after displace
ments are dealt with. The displacement which a material point undergoes during deformation of the 
whole body is a vector quantity and accordingly is specified in terms of its three components with 
respect to a given coordinate system, U x' U y' U z' or by noting the magnitude and direction of the 
vector.' Since all points in a bOdy exPerience displacements during deformation a vector field is 
therefore prescribed. For the purposes of this discussion it is postulate'd that the body dOes not 
experience any tearing or rupture so that the displacement or vector field is continuous and differ;. 
entiable everywhere .. 

Furthermore it is assumed that the magnitudes of the displacement are sufficiently small 
with respect to the dimensions of the body that the same coordinates may be usedto locate a mate
rial point both before and after deformation. 

Deformation of an eleme,nt of a material body is composed of thfeeparts: translation, rota~ 
tion, and a straining or stretching. The translation is given ~irectly by the displacement compo
nents, whereas the rotations and strains a~e functions of the displacement gradients; ~heirrepre
sentation depends largely on the particular coordinate system to which they are referred. The kine
matic relations between the strain field and the displacement fiel~ do,not depend on the constitu
tive relations' of the material. 

. Provided the displacement gradients are small, a requirement that may be satisfied by the 
inequality . , 

- 2 

(~) « 1 
ax 

the strains ( and rotations w' (which are not components of the strain) fOllbW in R.C.C. 
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aux 1 aux auy , 
lX - -"- lxy + -'-

ax 2 . ay ax·. 

aUy .1 au z dU 
ly ay lyz 2 +2 (20) 

ay, az 

au z 1 au z a~x 
lZ lJez - +-'-

8z 2 ax az 
.. 

l'au z au y 
(Ux 

2 ay .az-

1 aux auz (21) (Uy. ---
2 az ax 

Since the above relationships are an described in terms of u x' u y an~ u z it is seen that the 
displacements completely prescribe the st~te of strain. On the other hand, however, given the state 
of strain the displacement components must be determined from the integration of the six first-order 
partial differential equations (eq 19). In general (or an arbitrary state of strain this process will 
not lead to a continuous displacement field. Only when the strain components satisfy additional. 
requirements, known as the compatibility equations, is one assured of beingable to solve the six 
equations fo~ the displacements. . . 

The strain tensor is in many respects similar to the. stress tensor. Strain is' an invariant 
quantity and only the components in its description depend on the coordinate system in wlubh it is 
described. As in the case of the state of stress, preferred descriptions of the state of strain are 
possible. For example the strain tensor may be described in terms of the principal strains and 
the orientation of their planes. IIi addition the strain tensor 

(22) 

has three strain invariants described as follows: 

(23) 

As with the stress tensor it is found convenient to decompose the strain tensor into spherical and 
deviatoric tensors: 
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'() 0 0 ( I (xy 
I, 

(xz I 1 x 
1 

0 ()1 0 I I (24) ( ij + (xy ( I (yz 
3 y 

0 0 ()1 (xz 
I 

(yz 
I ( I 

Z 

where (x I, etc. = [(x - «()/3)] etc., and (xy I, etc. = (xy' etc. The first matrix on the right-hand 

side of eq 24 represents the volume change (dilatation) without distortion and the second matrix 
represents a distortion without change of volume. 

It is now.convenient to summarize the relations pbtained, which are the field equations of 
classical solid mechanics, and to indicate the restrictions which have already been enforced in 
their· derivation. 

Unknowns: 

3 displacements: ux' uy' Uz 

6 components of strain: (x' (y' (z' (xy' (xz' (yz 

6 components of ·stress: ax' ay ' a z' T xy' T xz' T yz . 

There are ,therefore fifteen unknown quantities describing the state of stress and strain ina de
. formed body. 

Equations: 

6 strain-displacements: 

( = 
Z 

3 equilibrium: 

aT xy aay aTyz 
--+-+--
ax ay az 

o 

1 
-
2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

aux . aUy 
~'+--

ay ax 

au x au x 
--+-' 
.az ax 

aUy auz 
-'-+ -'-
az By 

There are therefore nine equations among the fifteen unknown quantities. 

(20) 

(19) 
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, To obtain these results it has been assumed that: 

1) The displacements u x, uy , u z ai'~ sniall compared to a typical diniensionof the body. 

2) The displacement gradients au xl ax etc., are much less 'than unity. 

3) The effects of body forces are neglected. ' 

4) ~he rate of change of the stresses and displacements with time is sufficiently ~mall so 
tl,lat ine_rtia effects may be neglected .. 

It should be noted that the precediIl5, results have been obtained without any mention of the 
'nature of the material involved and therefore are valid for any material regardless of its nature. 
However, the equations obtained are not a satisfactory statement of the problem as the nine equa-

_ tions contain fifteen' unknowns.' To complete the formulation it is necessarYto'consider the mech
anical nature of the material by utilizing the relationship between the state of stress and strain 
appropriate to the material in a g~ven application. These relationships are called the constitutive 
equations for the substance. 

Constitutive equations of elasticity 

In the most general case the, constitutive equation of a material must, express a relationship 
among the state of 'stress, state of strain, time,temperature, moisture or ice content and any other 
variables pertinent to the problem. -

The simplest form these relations can assume is developedfrom-the three:.dimenslonal, ,::';, ',.;"': 
generalization of Hooke's Law of linearly ,elastic behavior for a homogeneous"isotropic material. 
The' appropriate relations can be expressed as follows: 

1 
(x E [ax - v(ay + oz)] 

1 
(y E [ay - v (ax + az )] 

(z ![az - v (ax + ay )] E ' 
(25) 

1+11 Txy 
(xy -e Txy 2G 

1+v TXZ 
(xz -- 'r E xz 2G 

1 + II Tyz 
(yz ETyz 2G 

where 

G 
g 

2(1 + II) 

For these equations E and II (Young's modulus. Poisson's ratio) are material constants which 
are independent of time and temperature but may be functions of the spatial variables (x, y, z). The 
shearing modulus G can be written in terms of E and II as shown. 
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Equations 25 in conjunction with eq 19 and 20 complete one possible formulation of the 
problem. To detennine if thes~ constitutive equations can be emplo;red to obtain the stress and 
displacements in a p~rticular material under a given loading it is necessary to perform sone lab
oratory tests. As an example, performance of a uniaxial tensile or compressive test dUring which 
loading and unloading,cycles are carried out disproves or verifies the assumed linearity and 
elasticity of, the mater.ial. In a4dition Young's m<;>dulus of the material is measured,· as well as 
Poisson's ratio (if lateral deformaifons are observed). The shear . modulus maY··becalculated rrom 
eq 25, or may be measured from a shearing test. . , 

In some situations the material is $ubje.cted ~o changes intemper,aturein addition to applied 
loads and it is necessary to determine the resulting stresses and displacements in the.body. When 
a body is s~bjected to ~ temperature change .. expansions and contractions tend to occur in ~ifferent 
parts of it. In· a continuous body subjecte~ to various. boundary conditions" stresses'are developed 
as a result of these thermal changes. The constitutive relations for thermal stress are obtained 
from previous equations by superposing on them the strain produced by a temperature cha~ge .. 
(T - To). It is assumed, in doing this,. that the elastic properties of the material are unaffected by 
temperature and that the temperature and deformation fields are independent. InGorporation of tem
perature terms in the constitutive equations (eq 25) then l~ads to the result 

£. = z 

with the £.xy' etc. relationships remaining unchanged. 

(26) 

. . . 

In these equations T. and To are the current and reference temperatures, respectively, while 
\ a is the thermal coefficient ()f linear expansion for the te~perature range of interest. Note that for 
the isotropic material only the normal strains are affected by a temperature change. , 

When thermal and mechanical processes do not interact, the temperature T at any time t is 
determined from the Fourier heat conduction equation asJollows, without. conSidering the stress 
distribution 

2 aT K'\J T = -at 

in which K is the thermal diffusivity of the material. 

(27) 

It is possible to make a number of further generaHZations of eq 25~ Equations 25 assumed 
the material to be isotropic, that is to say there are no preferred axes of orientation with respect 
to material properties. For many materials thisis not a good representation of their real properties 
and eq 25 are not suitable in such cases. In the most general circumstances each component of 
strain is a function of all six components of stress: 
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(28) 

For the isotropic material obeying the generalized Hooke's Law as de$cribed byeq 25 the volume 
and distortion effects are uncoupled. In other .words the volumetric strain component of the strain 
tensQr is related only to the hydrostatic component of stress, and the, shearing .strahl component 
dE;}pends only on the state of shearing stress. In symbols 

(29) 

However, for an anisotropic material this is not the case in that an applied hydrostatic pressure 
will cause distortion in the material in addition to volume changes. 

. In eq 28 all 36 material 'constants SriJn are' not independenL From symmetry it may be shown 

.that Smn = Snm so that the number of'independent constants is reduced to 21. In many materials 
structural symmetry is exhibited with res'pect to'certain coordinate directions. If, in such a case, 
the coordinate axes are aligned with the material axes eq 28 simplify considerably. As an example, 
for an orthotropic material three perpendicular axes of structural symmetry (eq28) reduce to . 

(x Sl1 ax +S12 ay +S13 aZ 

( . 

y S21(1x + S22 uy-+ S23az 

(z = S3lax + SS2 ay + S33a z 

2(XY S44Txy 

'l ,..,fyz S55Tyz (30) 

~zx S6E{ ~x 

'and' 

Sl~ = S21 

S13 = S3l 

S32 = S23 
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in which it will be ob~erved that there are only nine constants. It should also be mentioned that 
eq 30 can be extended to include temperature effects in the same way as for the isotropic material, 
when the same assumptions are made. . 

In the preceding constitutive equations the relationship between the state of stress, strain 
and temperature has been linearly algebraic and independent of time'. In addition the assumption 
has been impliCit that the constitutive relation is independent of whether the state of stress is 
compressive or "tensile. 

Mention must be made of more realistic materiai properties and behavior which must be des
cribed by nonlinear stress-strain relations., Unfortunately the resulting equations become so diffi
cult that the proper handling of them is considered to be beyond the scope of this work. This de
cision is reinforced by the fact that those nonlinear situations which are tractable and have been 
considered have limited applicability to the problems of the present discussion. Acknowledgment 
of the fact that a granular material behaves differently in tension and compression does not change 
the form of the constitutive equations. However, tt makes it necessary to change the values of the 
material constants as the nature of the stress state varies from compressive to tensile. The re
sulting complications in subsequent analysis 'are so great that only a limited amount of attention 
has been given to this matter in the literature. 

One other point should be mentioned concerning nonhomogeneous materials. In this ~ase the 
constitutive equations are altered by replacing the material constants with coefficients that are 
functions of the spatial variables. ,These functions are so selected as to depict the local proper
ties of the material throughout the body. 

Relaxation of the restriction to time-independent relations will change the general character" 
of the equations from linear algebraic to linear operational. This aspect of material behavior which 
is one of importance to the mecha:nics of frozen ground will be discussed in the next section. 

Constitutive equations of viscoela~ticity 
This class of constitutive equations, in which the material properties are time-dependent, 

deserves special attention. Many materials exhibit time-dependent effects which result in two 
well-investigated phenomena known as creep and relaxation. 

One of the fundamental restrictions in the theory to be presented is the requirement of 
linearity. In general the state of stress a is expressed as some function (integral, differential or 
algebraic) of the state of strain ( : 

(31) 

Should the strain be increased by a multiplicative factor m then linear behavior requires that 

(32) 

Two other assumptions that will be made are that the material is homogeneous and isotropic. 

Because of satisfying the requirements of linearity and material isotropy the volumetric and 
distortional behaviors lof the material are uncoupled, as in eq 29. Generalizing these equations 
gives 

(33) 
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For many materials the volumetric behavior is elastic; this leads to the important simplifica
tiOl} that 

81 

{1- 2v} 11 

E' 

11 
(34) 

3K 

where K = EI3{1-2v}. In this way the problem is reduced to determining the relationship between 
the deviatoric components of the stress and strain tensors.23 

There are three fundamental and equivalent methods of expressing such a relationship: through 
differential, integral and complex algebraic operators. In' the f~rst of these, the stresses and strains 
are related through a differential operator law in the form 

an - + ... a1 - + aD ui' = n - + . .. 1 - + 0 (i' . ( ana: ~ I (b an b a b) I 

atn at· ] , atn at ] 
(35) 

The constants an , bn must be determIned experimEmtally, for· example.from creep and relaxation 
tests. The differential operator law is convenient because the constants in eq 21 can be related 
to the properties of simple mechanical models established to describe the phenomena observed in 
tests. However, it should be borne in mind that the mechanical properties of the elements of the 
mechanical model need have no direct physical interpretation in terms of the microscopic charac
teristics of the real material. 

As an example, if the model (Maxwell model) shown in Figure 8a is considered to represent 
qualitatively the behavior of a test sample in a compresSion test, the resulting operator,law has 
the form: 

dui / uij' 
-+-
dt T 

where T = ."IE. 

(i /: j) (36) 

For a uniaxial .creep test under applied stress ao' constant with time, the response (' of a 
material following eq 36 or the model of Figure 8ais shown ia Figure 8b and is given by the' 
equation 

(37) 

The relaxation curve of stress for the same operatorlaw an~ model when a strain (0 I is instanta
neously applied and maintained constant (Fig. 8c) is represented by the equation 

. I E I . -Et .. 
U = (0 exp -. - . 

." 
(38) . 

The ratio .,,1 E . = T has the dimensions of time and is' called the relaxation time of the, material. 
In a similar way more complicated models and their differential operator laws can be theorized but 
application to reaili frozen soils 'is extremely complica~ed (see ref. .52). Tbis subject will be ., 
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creep theory. 

discussed further in the section dealing with experimental observationS of the behavior of frozen 
soils, whichrarely, if ever,can be fitted by any rheological model that can be handledmathemat
icaHy. 

, The second basic material representation involves an integral relation between the devia-
toric components of the stress and strain tensors. Thus 

/ 
-00 

aa .. ' 
G(t .::. r). ~ ·dr·' . ar . (39) 

where -q(t - r) is the creep function of a unit load applied instantarieouslyat t = r and held con
stant in time thereafter (Fig. 9a). If the material is unloaded prior to the commencement of the 
loading of interest the lower limit of integration can be taken as zero. It .can be recognized that 
eq 39 arises. directly from the linearity of thebehav-ior and is the superposition or Duhamel inteJ. 

gral, in y;hich the kernelG can.be ,related to:aparticular,solution of.eq35 corresponding to the 
application .of a step function of stress. ..' 
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An alternative integral representation is 

t 

~/ =, f (40) 
-00 

where J(t" - r) is the relaxation curve due to a unit strain applied instantaneously at t = r and main
tained constant thereafter (Fig. 9b). Again J(t - r) is seen to be derived from a particular s'olution 
of eq 35. 

." '.~ .': 

This meth~'of representing the deformational behavior ,of frozen ground has been employed 
by Vialov.52 

53. Vialov concludes that, in practice, the instantaneous elastic deformation of frozen 
soil is negligible in comparison with the displ~cements developing in time. He then establishes 

eq 39 in the form 

(39a) 

and assumes, on the basis of experimental evidence, that the function of stress {(aii') can be taken 

to be exponential in form, (aij '/A) 11m , in which A is a constant, depending on the natureof the 

. frozen ground and the temperature. For constant stress aij ' eq 39 becomes 

€ .. ' =, (ai/)lIm jt K(t) dt . 
1) A, 

0' 

(39b) 

Vialovgives consideration to various forms of K(t) suitable for describing the experimental 
behavior of frozen ground and concludes that, for'many soils, a simple form 

K(t) = ~ 
t l - A 

is satisfactory, where a and A are constants. On substituting for K(t) in eq 39b, the following 
equation is obtained 

€ •• ' = (~ a .. ' tA)lIm 
1) A 1) 

(39c) 

The variation of A with temperature has also been iIivestigated and Vialov finds that temperature 
. can be included by substituting for A and writing eq 39cin the form ' 

(39d) 

In eq 39d, the stress is assumed to be'constant;A, w, K, and m are material properties,ap
parently independent of temperatme, and e is the temperature departure from the freeZing-point, 
measured positively~ , ' 

. ~. . 

Table IV gives som~ typical values for clays; silts and sands. 
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Table IV. Typical values of creep. parameters. 

m K . 

Clays and silts53 0.2 to 0.4" 0.1 to 0.2 0.9 to 1.1 Wide range of order 10 in kgem 
hr °C units 

:,,' Fine sands to medium sands36 0.4 to 0.8 0.24 to 0.35 about 1 Much larger than for clays and 
silts 

The third method of representing a viscoelastic material is to describe its response to a 
steady state sinusoidal forCing function of stress or strain. Since in general for a viscoelastic 
material the stress and strain will not be in phase under these circumstances, the relationship be
tween stress and strain is expressed in terms of a complex number·that is a function of the fre
quency of excjtation (i). When stress is the forcing function, the equation for strain is 

(41) 

in which G* is a complex compliance with real and imaginary parts G 1 andG2 . The imaginary 
part is sometimes also called the "loss" because of its energy-dissipative function. 

When the forCing function is strain, the reciprocal relation holds: 

(42), 

in which J* is a complex modulus" with real and imaginary parts J 1 and J 2 '. It is apparent from e q 
41 and 42 that ' 

J'ic 
1 

G* . (43) 

Since for a particular material representation, for example that indicated by the model of 
Figure 8, the response due to a steady state oscillating input can be calculated in terms of the 
properties involved in the rate operator (eq 35), it follows that the complex numbers J* and E* 
can also be expressed in terms of these properties. It thus appears that, for a given model, all 
three representational techniques are interchangeable so that anyone can be deduced from any 
other by mathematical processes for a given material. 

Each approach has advantages which depend on the problem to be studied; one may be of 
value in interpret~ng material properties from a test, another may be used in the calculation of a 
time-dependent stress or displac~.ment field in the same material. 

The advantage of an integral representation over the differential operator law is that anac
curate representation of the mat~rial properties may be attained~ The accuracy of the operator law 
is a function of the order of the highest differential. In other words, a higher order operator law 
leads to a better material representation. On the other hand a simple operator law does offer the 
advantage of Simplicity in subsequent mathematical operations. Frequently, oscillatory tests are 
employed in the investigation of the viscoelastic properties of materials. 8 

Labo~atory Tests 

To determine the time-dependent properties of a material, there are' a number of possible 
tests of which three will be described. Each of these is sufficient to determine the necessary 
functions or 'constants appearing in the previous forms of the stress-strain-time relations. The 
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advantage of one test over another depends upon i'he material and testing equipment available. 
One reason for performing all three pos sible tests is to enable an overall consistency check of the 
results to be made. 

Creep testing 

In a creep test a specimen of the material, initially unstressed~ is subjected instantaneously 
(to the extent that this can be experimentally approximated) to a homogeneous stress state that is 
·then maintained constant. The material deforms and the resulting strain-time or "creep" curve is 
measured. This curve is the starting point for the analytical description of the material's proper
ties.' Uniaxial compression, uniaxial tension, indirect tension, triaxial eompression~ direct shear, 
torsion, and torsion plus axial compression· tests have been used. 

If the differential operator law is to be used the number of terms in the differential is fixed, 
arbitrarily and the coefficients an ... bn are determined to give the best fit to the creep curve. If 
the integral representation is to be employed the creep curve is Simply the integrand G( t -r) as in 
Figure 9a. For further. calculations, an analytical expression approximating the measured G(t) may 
be adopted or the actual me':ksured trace from the experiment used in numerical-computations. 

, Much work in the past has been on simple prisms or cylinders in compression but modern 
studies are with improved techniques, e.g. combined stresses in hollow cylinders under torsion 
and axial load.34 

Relaxation test 

For this test the strain in the specimen is prescribed and the time-dependent stress recorded. 
Initially the specimen is at rest' and then an instantaneous strain increment is enforced and main
tained. The stress response is measured and the resulting stress-time curve comprises the relaxa':' 
tion curve. As before the relaxation curve is utilized for estimating the coefficients in the differ
ential operator law or directly as, the integrand in the relaxation integral representation. 

At this pOint a comment should be 'made concerning the' linearity of the material. The rela
tionship between the deviatoric components of the stress and strain tensors has been assumed to 
be linear. Verification or negation of this assumption may be obtained from either the creep or 
relaxation tests 'as follows. If the material is linear an increase in the input of either test. should 
lead to a proportional change in the output; that is to say, if G(i) is the creep curve for stress in
put of unity then n G(t) should be theresponse for a stress input of n if the material is linear. 
This is a necessary check on the postulated linearity* of the material. 

Constant strain-rate test 

Another common experiment useful in obtaining the material characterization is' the constant 
strain-rate test. In this case a strain increasing linearly with time is imposed upon the material 
specimen. The output measured is the resulting stress as a function of time. The creep or relaxa
tion curves can then be obtained from the stress-time curve thr.ough fairly straightforward opera.;. 
tions not described here. The advantage of this :test"is the reduction in dynamic effects conse
quent upon the sudden initial conditions required with the creep and relaxation tests. 

Dynamic testing 

By exciting a body sinusoidally at one end and measuring its response:'at the other end, the 
real and imaginary parts of the complex modulus or compliance and an angle of lag (damping cap
acity) can be obtained. Such tests over a range of exciting frequencIes are employed to give the 

* It is -highly probable that no frozen soil is linear, except perhaps at very low temperatures and stresses. 
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prop~rties appropriate to dynamic problems such as wave propagation, but are rare in studies of 
frozen soil. At the higher frequencies, information is obtainable on the physicochemical construc ... 
tion 'of the material. These tests are not flmther described here, but some recently obtained data 

/ . 

may be of some interest. ' 

CRREL ~s now testing 4-in.-diamby 15-in.-Iong cylinders 0f frozen soil, by high-frequency 
longitudinal vibrations and by high-frequency torsional vibrations, at resonant frequencies, to find 
direct, and shear, complex moduli and lag angle (a measure of internal friction and viscosity) at 
zero confining pressures. A saturated· medium ·Ottawa sand (w = 22%) gave a complex E modulus 
of over 4 x 106 psi at -lOC at frequencies from 1 to 8 kHz. The value was independent of fre
quency. The complex G. modulus' was about 1.65 x 1Q6 psi. 

Saturated clay specimens at w = 30%, frequency 500 Hz to 5000 Hz and temperature of -lOC . 
gave E::n:l.1 x 106 psi and G:!!:O.4 x 106 psi, both rising a little with frequency .. 

The analog to Poisson's ratio was about 0.25 for the sand, and 0.45.for the clay. All modu
lus values fell markedly at 50% degree of saturation. 57 

There are other methods· of determining the time-dependent material properties but discus
;sion of these is beyond the scope of this section. (See reference 19, C.W. Kaplar, for information 
on other, much earlier, dynamic test data.) 

Temperature effects 

In applying the above considerations to frozen soils it must be emphasized that the time
dependent material properties are largely dependent· upon temperature. Although it might be pos
sible to incorporate the temperature dependence into the constitutive relations this will not be 
attempted here. Instead for simplicity it is assumed that the material characteristics are deter
mined in the laboratory or in the field under temperature conditions similar to those which will ob
tain for the field situation of interest; this is customary in engineering practice. 

As mentioned earlier, changes in temperature affect the volume of the material, thus inducing 
thermal stresses. When considering problems of this type it will·be assumed that the viscoelastic 
material properties have been determined for the mean temperature involved. Otherwise the effect 
of temperature variation upon material properties will not be considered. 

Pertinent Examples of Theory Applicat10n 

In the examples given in this section little attention is devoted to the solution methods; in
stead attention is focused on the important features of the theory and how they manifest themselves 
in the particular problems considered. The. problems discussed are selected as being typical of 
those important to the mechanics of frozen soil, while at. the same time they are reasonably amen
able to analytical.solutions. Better models of frozen soils than those employed can be obtained 
within the scope of the conventional solid mechanics theory outlined in the previous section by 
the study of suitable test results. However, to obtain solutions to the same problems as discussed 
here would require much additiomtltime and labor without adding to an understanding of the tech-_ 
niques involved. 

Homogeneous elastic half-space; thermal effect 

The first problem to be considered represents a circular tank containing oil- .at temperature 
To resting directly on the fro~n soil foundation whose temperature is taken to bea reference value 
of zero. It is desired to estimate' the surface deflections arising from both· the weight of the oil and 

;/ 
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from the resulting ·steady state temperature field. The oil temperature .may be. above ·of_below the 
frozen ground temperature, but the soil remains frozen. For this illustration the frozen ground is 
taken to bea linearly ~lastic material with a given coefficient of .thermal expansion a. In the next 
problem, a viscoelastic material is cOIlsidered. 

The field problem therefore consists of a homogeneous elastic half space of modulus E 'and 
Poisson's ratio v. The.s~rface z = 0 is loaded by a pressure' Po uniformly distributed over a disc 
of radius a; in addition, the surface of the disc is maintained at temperature To with respect to a 
reference temperature of zero, Jar from the disc. The pertinent equations to be solved are eq 19, 
20, 26 and 27 as given previously. Only the .steady state temperature field is to be considered so 
the governing differential equation (eq 27) for~ the temperature T becomes 

(44) 

Expressing the problem in circular cylindrical coordinates and utilizing Hankel transforms 
withrespect to the radial variable enables the solution to be obtained:* 

(45) 

~here w(r, 0) is the vertical surface d~nection ~d JJ) aIld J 1 ar~ -Be'ssel functions of zeroth and 
first order respectively. 

The integral may'be expressed in ,terms of elliptic integrals; the resulting deflection curve is 
shown in Figure 10. . 
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r a 
Figure 10. Displacement. of' surface due to circular uniform load and 

temperature. 

* Note that the normal deflection function is identical inshape for both stress and temperature effects, per
mitting the result to be written in the compact form of eq 45·. ,This result was obtairied for this monograph 
before it was found that it had previously been demonstrated by Sternberg and McDo~ell.41 ' 
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The relative importance· of the settlement due to the temperature field compared to that due 
to the pressure depends upon the value of a ToE/O-2v)po compared to unity. 

For example, assuming To = IIC, E = 10" psi, PO= 15 psi, a = 18 x IO-6/oG and v z: 0.4 

then (a TO E);(I- 2v)po '= 0.66 indicating that, in this case, the temperature-induced deflections 
are of a magnitude equal to those caused by the pressure. If the modulus of elasticity of the fro-
zen ground wer.e 105 psi the surface' deflections due to· the temperature field· would be much greater 
than those of .the oil pressure alone, if the other parameters' are kept constant. It should be noted 
in eq 45 that a temperature on the circular area higher than the ambient ground pressure causes a 
rise in the ground surface due to temperature alone. Thus, in the example chosen, with the lower 
elastic modulus, the net effect of pressure and temperature is very small, but the example illus
trates the technique. 

Votyakov50 finds that the coefficient of linear expansion of ice is in the range of 4 to 5 X 

10-5 per 0Q:, while that of frozen soils ranges up to 9 X 10-61° C. This coefficient is strongly tem
perature-dependent for 'ice but less so for frozen soils. Good data are scarce owing to great diffi
culties in interpreting test results, at the higher temperatures, where the phase-change is often 
occurring over a range of temperature. 

Viscoelastic half space 

This section again considers the determination of the vertical surface displacements, devel
oped by a normal pressure Po distributed uniformly over a circle of radius aas by an oil tank. How
ever, in this case the material properties will be taken to be linearly viscoelastic, and thermal 
effects will be o~itted. The nature of the viscoelastic properties is not specified so that a general 
treatment of the problem may be givenJ In addition it is assumed that Poisson's ratio is constant. 

Provided the oil tank is filled in a relatively short time compared to the' relaxation time of ' 
the foundation material, the loading history on the surface may be approximated by 

,po(t) = 0 t<O 

Po (t) = Po t> O. 

This loading function is the same as' that applied to-a laboratory soil specimen in a creep 
test. Since- the modulus E of the material enters into the solution only as the multiplicative factor 
11 E in eq 45, this factor (11 E) can be replaced by the normalized creep curve obtained from a lab
oratory test to yield the desired solution, when the temperature term is omitted. The deflected sur
face shape function given by the integral 

J1 (ua) Jo(ur) , 
-----du 

u 
(46) 

which is shown in Figure 10 remains unchanged. The amplitude only of the normal deflection is 
altered with time by the presence of the normalized creep factor; If a different loading history re,;.' 
suIts from change~ in the oil level. in the tank the normal smfacedeflection may be obtainedin two 
ways, illustrating the use of eq,35 and '39. 

First, a differential' equation in the following form Of eq 47 is established by formally ob
taining liE as a ratio of differenqal operators for the'selected model viscoelastic behavior, sub
stituting it in the time-independent expression for w(r,O), eq 45, and clearing the fractions. The 
'resulting equation is 
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. (47) 

Since po(t) , the loading function', is known, the right~handside is giv~n; making use' of the zero 
initial. conditions completes the problem statement. Solution of eq 47 for the initial and boundary 
conditi()ns gives the desired sUrface displacement .. 

. ) '., . . 

An alternative approach makes use of the integral material representation as illustrated by 
eq 39. In this case 

w(r, t) (48) 

where G(t) is the creep curve determined from the usualcreeptest.II,l the evehtpo(t) is constant, 
the above integration gives the result first discussed: 

w(r, t) = 2a(1- v 2) I(r) G(t)po . (49) 

Because of the mathematical difficulties associated with the interaction of foundation 
beams or plates resting on solid continua, various simplified continuum representatioI).s have been 
suggested. The most common of these is the so-called "Winkler" foundation in which the beam or 
plate is considered to re~t on ~ medium whose surface deflection at any point' is simply propor
tional to the applied normal stress at that point. A discussion of various such models for both 
elastic and viscoelastic material representations hksbeen given by Kerr20 

, Who also supplies an 
extensive bibliography. . 

In the case of layered' systems or nonhomogeneous bodies 'in general the procedure is not 
as simple. In these circumstances the time and spatial variables do not separate to give a simple 
solution as above. 

Torsion of pile inviscoel~stic half-space ' 

Laboratory tests require the cellection of representative undisturbed samples of the mate
riaL Appropriate time-dependent tests then characterize the behavior and give the numerical 
property values of material for use in the calculations of stresseS or displacements under field 
loading conditions. 

An alternative approach is to perform a suitable field test and thus determine the in-place 
properties' of the material in question. A restriction imposed on the field test is the requirement 
that itinust be amenable to theoretical analysis so that the results can be suitably interpreted in 
terms of material behavior and properties. 

A suitable field test that can meet this requirement is the torsion of a pile. Such a pro
cedure has not previously been employed, though considered, because of practical difficulties. In 
the following the idealized problem of the torsion of an elastic pile. in a viscoelastic half space 
is examined. It could well be applied in laboratory studies where soil and temperature are 
controlla ble. 
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Figure 11.Semi-infinitepil.e in 
halfspace. 

The idealization of the field problem for mathemati
cal purposes is represented by a homogeneous half-space 
containing a circular pile of infinite length (see .Fig. 11). 
The pile has radius a and shear modulus I1p. To begin 
with, the half-space is considered to be an elastic me
dium with shear modulus ILl; The top of the pile is sub
jected to a resultant torque M; it is further assumed that 
no slipping takes place betweeq the pile and foundation 
materiaL. The approximation. for the analysis that the' 
pile has inf~nite length is' not an important limitation . 
provided it can be verified that the contribution of the' 

. length of the mathematical pile extending beyond the 
length of the field pile to the torque resistance is not 
significant. 

The field equations of classical elastostatics pertinent to the problem can be formulated 
in terms of a single angular displacement in circular cylindrical coocdinates .. The resulting equa
tions are solved in terms of an integral representation with respect to the z-coordinate variable. 

Upon letting () denote the averaged angle of twist of the top of the pile, the relation be- . 
tween () and M is as follows: . 

(50) 

where 11, .12 ' and K1, K2 are'modified Bessel and Hankelfunctions orthe,flrst and second orders 
respectively. Determination of the M-() relation involves the numerical evaluation of the integral 
for a variety of values of the ratio of modulf ILpl ILl" 

. Verification. of the validity of the ~ 'infinite" pile assumption ·is obtained by determining 
the twist angle as a function of depth from thes1.lfface. The integral expression for this quantity 
is given by the equation 

cos.(~;) d~ 
(51) 

. ~2 

The preceding elastic . solution is extendible tothe case where the foundation is viscoelastic. 
However, before this can be done 'it is .necessary· to postulate a material model for the foundation. 
For the purposes of this example it isassumed,that the foundation exhibits the behaviQr in shear 
Of ~he model of Figure 8a (Maxwell element*) which is describ~d by eq 36: •. 

(36) . 

* Oversimplified to demonstrate the technique without the mathematic al complications of a more realistic 
model. 
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It is assumed that a creep test is performed, dn which a torque M is suddenly applied and then 
maintained constant. The resulting time-dependent angle of twist is obtained through a Laplace 
transform technique in the following form: 

JOO 
o ' I cos(~~) _.! . a d~ 

4 ~ 
(52) 

where 

(53) 

To determine the pile response it is necessary to evaluate the above integral numerically. It 

77
2 a~ flp 0(0; t) 

would then be convenient for test purposes to plot the dimensionless parameter 
16 M versus t/ T for different values of flp/ flo' 

Comparison of the test results with such a set of curves would then enable the determina

tion of lip/flo and 'T to be made. In the event that a sufficiently good correspondence between the 
form of the test and the theoretical curves riot be obtained, thisis a'll indication'that an incorrect 
model representation has been assumed in the theory. A suitable procedure would be to establish 
the nature of the material behavior in laboratory studies and then determine the field properties by 
a similar test in comparison with' theoretical curves prepared for the model established by the lab
oratory tests. Once the material properties have been determined by the field test other,calcula
tions of stress or displacement can be made. Note however that, for the preceding analysis, it has 
been assumed that the foundation is homogeneous and isotropic and at uniform temperature; these 
conditions should be adhered to as closely as possible in the test if correspondence is to be 
'~btained. 

Viscoelastic creep of a circular tunnel 
. . . . . 

Another problem of interest in the mechanics. of frozen soil_ is the behavior of tunnels. 

A circular tunnel of radius a is located in a homogeneous elastic materiaLat a depth greater 
than 5a from the surface (see Fig. 12). The surface is loaded by an extensive overburden which 
exerts a normal pressure po.' It is desired to determine the resulting radial deflection and stresses 
at the tunnel surface. . 

Assuming the tunnel is of infinite ,length,a state of planestrain exists and the field equa
tions are Simplified considerably. As the tunnel is at a great depth below the surface there is no 
awreciable 'int~raction and the effect of that boundary m~y be ignored. Taking the ground mate
rial to be elastlc' initi~ny' with shear modulus fl' the resulting radial deflection ur at the 'tunnel 
surface is determined39 'to be 

I-v 
(1 + 2 cos 20) . 

2[1 
(54) 

The stresses induced by the surcharge. are the same as for a hole in an infinite plate in uniaxial 
compres~ion. Accordingly, at the tunnel surface . 
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Figure 12. Infinite deep tunnel in 

halfspace. 

Figure 13. Displacements and stresses around a 
tunnel. 

o '55) 

and 

(56) 

It will be observed that the stresses are independent of the material properties. The distribution of 
Ur and o(} at the tunnel surface is plotted in Figure 13. 

Taking the material behavior to be linearly viscoelastic, the radial deflections may be 
evaluated as a function of time. Proceeding as' in the case of the oil tank example 'and assuming 
again that Poisson's ratio is constant, the radial displacement becomes 

t ' a 
f Po a(l- v) . . 

ur(8, t) =- . G(t- T) - dT (l + 2 cos 28) . 
0- aT 2 

,Again G(t) is the creep function of the material as determined by the appropriate laboratory test. 

In the particular case that 

port) = 0 for t < 0; Po fort> 0 

then eq 57 reduces to 

a(l- v) 
ur«(},t) = - G(t) Po . 2 (l + 2 cos 2(}) . (58) 

In the case of the stresses it wi.!l be seen from eq 55 and 56 that these are independent of the 
properties of the material in this case, so that the stress field is a function of the instantaneous 
magnitude of Po alone and not of the loading history. 

Thermal stresses around a circular tunnel 

Often the temperature of a tunnel is different fr<?m that of tge surrounding material. The re
sultingtemperature field t~en induces associated stress and. displacement fields. 
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To model this problem a circular tunnel or" radius a and infinite length is assumed to exist 
in an infinite elastic material. It is fw-ther assumed that the w,all of the tunnel is at the same tem
perature everywhere (although it may vary with time) so that the temperature field is axisymmetric. 

The equations of thermoelasticity corresponding to this model area function only of the 
radial variable e and may be solved for 'an arbitrary axisymmetric temperature distribution T(e). The 
resulting stresses and displacements are44 

where 

u(e) 
a(1 +v) 1 ' 

- I(e). 
, 1- v e 

-aE 1 
a/r) - -- ~ I(e) 

- (1- v) e2 

-aE 1 -- [T(e) - - I(e)] 
(1- v) e2' 

r 

I(t} =f' T(p) pdp. 
a 

It will be seen in particular that at the tunnel surface, e = a, 

u(a) = o}a) = 0 

-aE ' 
ae(a) = -- T(a) . , '. (1 - v) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Equation 64 indicates that the circumferential stress around the tunnel is only a function of the 
surface temperature of the tunnel. It is interesting to note that the radial displac,ement of the 
tunnel surface is identically zero for any temperature. This is a result of the condition that the 
tunnel exists in an unboundedmediuJD. 

However, in the case where the medium is bounded at a radial distance b from the center Qf 
the tunnel (b> a) the radial displacement becomes approximately 

, b 

u(a) = 2(1 + v) a a ! T(p)pd P 
b 2 - a 2 a 

(65) 

b 

which is seen to become small as b ~ 00 provided that the integral f T(p)pd p remains bounded. 
a 

The above results are valid for any axisymmetric temperature solution .. However, in the 
general case the temperature field will be transient and governed by the Fourier law of heat con
duction. While the exact analytical !? olut ion of the temperature distribution can be obtained for 
boundary conditions, the displacement and stress results ofeq 59-61 are given in terms of an in
tegral which must be evaluated numerically for each specific value of e and t. In general this 
represents a tedious procedure. An example will be demonstrate~., 
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Figure' 14: Radial stress around a tunnel due to temperature change. 

Assume that the initial temperatUre of the tunnel and the medium has a reference value of 
0°. At time t = zero, the temperature of the tunnel is raised to the value To' . The soiution·to the 
problem of the transient temperature distribution is given by Carslaw and Jaeger 3

, and for small 
times (Ktla~ < 1) it is given approximately by the ~quation 

(66) 

where erf is the error function and K is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. Using this expres
sion, the integral (eq 62) has been evaluated for values of Ktla 2 = 0.001,0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 and 
substituted in eq 60 and 61 togivea/r) and ar/r).Theseareshown in Figures 14 and 15 re
'spectively. 

An alternative approach is to approximate the spatial and time dependence of the tempera
ture field by a simpler fun'ction selectedto give qualitatively the correct" temperature dependence 
with time and radius~ The, necessary integrations can then be c~rried out to ,give a closed form 
result. Considering the same problem of sudden temperature change from 0 to To at the tunnel. as' 
given above, the resulting temperatUre field may be approximated by the expression 

(
a )b/t 

T(r, t) = To -;;. (67) 

where b'is a c()nstant to be determined as shown below. This expression satisfies the boundary" 
, conditions as well as the initial and terminal values of the temperature although it is not a solu

tion to the governing partialdifferential equation .. 

Using this result the int~graII(Tt(eq 6~) is readilyevaluated to give the expression" 

2 ' 
" 'To a [ (T)2 (a)b/t] I(r) = -" . 1.- -. -

" 2 - (bit), "'a' T "" 
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Figure 15. Circumferential stress'arounda' tunnei due to temperature 
change. 
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Figure 16. Approximate solution for stress around a tunnel due to 
temperature change. 

which may be insert,ed ineq 61, for example,. tci give. 

a (r) = -aE TO {(~)b/t + 1 [(~)2 ,,'~ (~r)b/t]} ., 
'() I-v r. ~- (bit) r, 

43 

(69) 

To determine the constant b it is necessary to numerically evaluate the expression. representipg 
the exact solution of temperature for the, temperature at one ",alue each of rand t for a given medi
um. 'Comparison with To(a/r)b/t then fixes a value for b.For an appropriate accuracy this should 
be done for 'a value of ,t within the r~nge of times of interest. A plot of ve versus ria from eq '55 
is Shown for severalvalties of bit to illustrate the results (see Fig. 16). ., 
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, As an example the temperature from eq 66 was, matched to that from eq 67 at ria = 2 and 
Kt /a 2 = l.0 to obtain b = 1.55 .. With this value ae(r) was calculated from eq 69 and is shown on 
Figure 15 for comparison with the Ktla 2 = 1.0 curve obtained from'the use of eq 56. 

General remarks 

In this section a variety of problems have been considered in terms of .the lil1ear theories of 
elasticity and 'viscoelasticity. In all cases the approach was the same. A model of the problem 
was selected and the resulting mathematical equations solved. The validity and applicability of 
such a technique depend upon the suitability of the model and the determination of the material 
constants. 'The ultimate assessmen~ of the results can only be 'obtained by comparing them with 
the actual field situation. 

In the event the correla.tion is poor ttie model must be improved. This can be done by a more 
realistic recognition of the materiaL properties and characteristics as well as the loading condi
tions, boundary conditions and material profile. This usually results in the selection of a more 
complicated material model. However, extensive improvement of the model containing larger num
bers of ele~ents heavily burdens the field exploration as well a~ the necessary laboratory experi
ments. In addition the resulting equations lead to more complicated or extensive mathematics. 
Very likely the solution, if attainable at all, only follows lengthy numerical or analytical labor . 

Because of the several facets of the problem, care must be taken that a good balance is ob
tained between the field exploration, laboratory experiments, and mathematical solution consistent 
with the objectives of the calculations and the available knowledge of the behavior of associated 
structures. 

It should be pointed out that the material characterization can be determined either in the 
laboratory or the field. The laboratory test offers the advantage of closely controlled conditions 
best suited, perhaps, to the selection of a material model. On the' other hand, field tests offer the 
advantage of determining the in-place, undisturbed properties of the material. At the same time the 
employment of several types of field tests, for ex~mplecreep tests on piles and plate loading 
tests, offer opportunities to assess the model selected. There are two ways in which discrepancies 
can arise between observations and computed results. One of these involves the presence of non
homogeneous foundation conditions, which can be' approximated in, the model of the geometrical 
arrangement of the problem by includin'g layers of material. Each layer is taken to be homogeneous 
with characteristic properties. Alternatively the material constants in the stress-strain relations 
can be represented as continuous functions of the spat~al variables. These improvements in the 
geometrical model dep€md on the application of suitaple field exploration techniques. The other 
improvement requires a better mechanical model representation of the material although this re
quires more detailed laboratory tests. T4is approach also leads to a more complicated problem 
mathematically. 

If nonlinear material behavior is ,expected it is necessary to consider a suitable plasticlty 
theory assuming that rate effects can be neglected~ Should they turn out to be important then ~ 
viscoplastic constitutive law must be adopted. The testing necessary to characterize the material 
is. of quite a different nature in this case, and the nonlinear mathematical problem requires numeri~ 
cal solution techniques, usually with digital computers. ' 

Should the deformations encQuntered in the material be large in a practical Situation, the 
solid mechanics theory must be suitably altered to account for this. Inclusion of this nonlinear 
geometry effect again leads to a complex, mathematical formulation., 

There are a variety of possible extensi?ns to the theory all lying within the confines of, the 
well-developed theories of solid-continuum mechanics. However, it must be emphasized again that 
tractable problems should be posed requiring optimum relations among the various aspects of the 
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problem; The way o.utof many of these difficulties, particulariy involving mathematical problems, 
would seem to lie in the application of finite element tecl:miqu~,s6 to viscoelastic field situations, 
provided that a very large computer is available. 

Observations of Behavior 

In'this section the results of laboratory investigations of the deformational behavior of 
frozen soils, are discussed .. First, a qualitative' description of the behaviOr of: frozen soil under 
stress will be given in terInS ofa uniaxial compression test with a constant applied load (Fig. 17). 
When the load is first applied, an instantarieous elastic compression of the soil specimen will 
take place, as a resul,t of elasticdeformations of the grains, pore water, pore ice and air bubbles 
in the voids. This Will generally be followed by one of two types of behavior; The first isa . 
period of deformation whose. rate gradually decreases in time until it reaches essentially a steady 
state flow, the rate depending upon stress and temperature. Ie'the load remains on the soil long . 
enough, the rate of deformation increases until eventually failure, or rupture,occurs. In the second 
type of behavi~r ,the rate of deformation gradually gets smaller until it becomes zero when the 
specimen bears the load at constant strain. If in either of the two cases, the load is removed at 
some intermediate time following loading, there will b~ .an instantaneous recovery of some of the 
deformation, followed by a gradually decreasing rate of recovery of a further portion of the strain 
(curve c of Figure 17). However, not much of the strain which accumulated up to the time of load 
removal will be recovered, and most of the deformation remains permanentliiri the sample. 

The time-dependent behavior may be explained as follows. The compres,sive stress causes 
1) flow of the unfrozen water next to the, soil grains which permits some deformation to take place, 
and 2) the q,igh pressure near contacts which causes flow of the ice in the solid phase and melting 
of the ice in these regions and the melted ice flows to zones of lower pressure where it may re
freeze. 

The compression of the soil, which proceeds in time analogously to the consolidation pro-, 
cess in unfrozen soils, causes higher pressures to develop at the contact points of coarser grained 

E 
Strain 

b 

t, Time 

1 ~ L~d ~··_/_·-·--------~t_c------~b~----_. 
t. Time 

Figure 17. Load-strain-time relationships 
at constaIittemperature. 

soils, and permits more contacts to be made be
tween grains in both coarser and, more particular
ly, finer grained soils. If the strength of the fro
zen soil is considered to be developed with both 
soil grain structural and ice matrix components, 

. then it will be seen that this strength changes 
with time. If failure or rupture is to be accom
plished in a relatively short time, then sufficient 
stres~s must be applied to overcome both the 
strength of the soil granular structure and the ice 
matrix. The principal component of strength under 
these conditions is from the ice (there is also ap
parently a reinforcing effect of the soil). If a 
load less than that required to cause failure in. a 
short time is applied, the frozen soil gradually' 
consolidates 'under the stress conditions. If 
these are such that the ultimate strength of the 
soil structure alone. is exceeded' by the applied 
load, then that load will cause failure at some 
time. It is seen that in frozen ground a slow con
solidation process occur's which leads in time to 
a denser material. Thls' may be studied by means 
of one-dimensional consolida.tion tests. The 
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strength is influenced to a great extent by the soil type and density, the temperature, the degree 
of ice saturation, the rate of loading (when increasing in a test), etc. . 

, , , 

Sihce a frozen soil can vary from a granular material containing ice in the pores to a mass 
of ice containing soil, a wide range of mechanical properties can be envisaged. 

The rate of flow during the steady state flow part of the behavior, where it exists, is of
special interest. This rate is temperature-dependent for two separate reasons: 1) the proportion 
of ice to water in the voids varies with temperature, increaSing with lower temperatures, and 2) the 
viscosities of both the ice and the unfrozen pore water increase with reduction in temperature. 
Both of these effects reduce the rate of creep under, a given load at lower temperatures. The effect 
of the increased volume of ice cannot be directly assessed but could be examined by carrying out 
creep tests on identical (so far as possible) frozen soil specimen's at the same temperature but 
with different temperature histories so that their unfrozen water contents are different. The second 
effect of viscosity would be eliminated by this procedure. Such a test does not appear to have, 
been done. 

On the other hand, the temperature dependency of viscosity has been examined for many , 
other materials. Eyring,9 from thermodynamic considerations, proposed the following relationship, 
among the variables: 

f = 2Aexp 
~E 

kT 
-'- . h ba sm --

2kT 
(70) 

where; is the rate of strain, A is essentially a constant, ~E is the activation energy of the mate
rial, k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute teinperature"b a constant, and a the stress causing 
flow. ' The values of the terms are such that, in the present application, the term ba/2kT . is of 
the order of 1 to 3 for stresses of a few pounds per square inch. Thus the sinh term may be re--

-placed by Y2 exp (bal2kT). 

In this case (for compressive stresses of a few pounds per square inch or greater) eq 70, 
can be rewritten 

or, for constant stress 

C'a+D 
B + 

T (71) 

'(72)'· 

'where B,C~ D and E are constants. It has been shown by Murayama and Shibata29 in tests on un
frozen' clay soils that loge ;1 is indeed linear in liT, and Mitchell28 found that an approximately 
linear relationship existed between ,loge' (1 and a. at constant temperature in tests on natural and 
artificially prepared soils. These results will be discussed .later. 

To get a correct picture of this behavior; tests are required which submit the test specimen 
to as homogeneous stress conditions as possible, and the samples should be prepared ~der care
fully controlled reproducible conditions. In particular, the temperatlll'e history of the samples 
dlll'ing and after freezing should be as simple as possible, since the ice content has been observed 
to depend so greatly on the temperature history of the soil. If tests are to be conducted to deter
mine a suitable mechanical model for the material ,behavior ,of: the type discussed in the section on 
solid mechanics theory, it is necessary to find out, first; if the material behavior is linear, or if 
any range of its ,behavior is linear. This examination may be made by observations of the strain' 
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response, in tfine,to. stress applications. Linear response is indicated if the strains at all times 
are linearly proportional to, the applied stresses.* 

The literature study carried out for this section indicates that no investigation of the prop
erties of frozen soil has been made that satisfies the above requirements to the extent necessary 
for definite conclusions about frozen soil behavior. Russian work prior to 1940 has been reviewed 
by the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army4'; for comparison with the results of extensive tests carried 
out by the Corps of Engineers in1951 and 1952. It was found that "basic data on materials, test 
conditions and procedures are frequently i~complete in the Russian reports, .and correlation is 
therefore difficult." The Russian papers referred to often omitted details of freezing methods, 
directions· and temperature history .. The availability of water to the specimen during freezing was 
not made clear. Test temperatures, soil properties and descriptions, and rates of loading were not 
described. In addition, the sizes and shapes of samples employed by the Russian investigators 
·were such that the stresses were very inhomogeneous. (Russian work during the past decade has 
been much superior but test conditions are sometimes i11-defiried~)34 

However, in studying the extensive series of tests conducted by the Corps of Engineers as 
part of a general investigation of the mechanics of frozen ground behavior47 similar problems are 
evident. More than ten soil types were tested at a variety of temperatUres under various test con
ditions. Rapid compression, rapid tensile, and creep compression tests were all carried out, and 
information is also presented in the pertinent reports on the behavior of the materials during the 
freezing process. The descriptions·of soil types; methods of ,freezing, temperature conditions 
during freezing and during testing, stress conditions, 'and strain behavior in time are all presented 
in detail. Not enough controlwas exerted on temperature, however, so that, for ex~mple, in a 
creep test lasting 60 hours the cold root:n temperatqre would fluctuate 2 to 3C, remaining at lower 
or higher temperatures in this range for several hours in the same test. Since the creep p~operties 
of frozen soils are very sensitive to temperatures. in the range studied (from 0 to -5C) the tempera-· 
tures during a test must be kept 'constant within perhaps O.lCt if the behavior of the .soil is to be 
properly assessed. In particular, s~ce the percentage of the water frozen, especiaity in ·fine-.: . I 

grained soils, is dependent on the temperature history , the creep behavior of two otherwise identi
cal sPecimens at the same temperature will differ if their temperature histories are different. 

The Corps of Engineers tests were performed on remolded, non-cohesive compacted soil 
samples and on undisturbed, cohesive soil specimens. Following preparation, the former samples 
were evacuated and allowed to saturate before freezing, although degrees of satUration ranging 
from 70 to 100% ~ere obtained. . . , 

The effect of a varying but high rate of loading on unconfined compression specimens was 
examined and it was found that there was little effect on the. strengthtof all soils tested of loading· 
rates in the range of 200 to 1000pSilmin at temperatures in the.neighborhood of -1 to OC. These 
rates are very high in comparis~n with the rate at which the soils creep under sustained load. The 
variation of instantaneous compressive strength with temperature . has been investigated and the re
suits ate shown in . Figure 18~4drawn mainly fro,m CRREL laboratory results. 

'The instantaneous compressive strength of ice was also studied and comparisons made with 
the results of .other investigators. The strength ver-sus temperature data exhibit extreme scatt'er, 
since the structure of the ice varies widely, and the strength depends on both the crystalline struc
ture and the orientation of the stress with respect to the cryst~lline axes. The initial creep of ice 
has been inve~tigated by Gold ll and by o~hers .. 

* Some tests show E = E§ sinb(alaO)(EOandaO are temperature-. and tinte-dependent)~ The 'techniques of 
reference 39 may have usefulapplication~ 

t Recommended by ,Tsytovich and Vialov for work at temperatures in this range. Below -lOC, the tolerance 
may be raised to ± 1 degree.34 
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Figure 18. Conventional unconfined compression tests at low 
temperatures~ 

The long-term strength of the frozen soils was not inves tigated in the Corps of Engineers 
. study,47 but some tests were conducted on the creep of the soils under relatively constant sus~ 

taine,g compressive stresses. The results of these creep tests have been analyzed by Sanger 35 

who shows curves of strain versus time and temperature for different compres~ive stresses. How
ever, temperature was po orly controlled and due to the large number of specimens tested there 
was only one materiar-..ofi......~h more than two tests were carried out at different temperatures but 
under one stress and otherwise-s-imil.~,r conditions. Sanger's interpretation of the strain rate/tem
perature/stress behavior of Fargo clay-CWater-EH;)nte.ntabout 40%) is shown in Figure 19. Calculat
ing the values of the constants Band E in eq 72 from WiitChell's' results 28 on ~n illite clay (water 
content 37%) at 20 psi compressive stress at two different temperatures (above freezing). enables 
the strain rate/temperature curve at 20 psi for this clay soil to be determined. The dashed line in 
Figure 19 shows this behavior superimposed on the frozen soil data for the appropriate tempera
ture range ·(the dashed curve does not represent actual strain rates for the illite at these tempera
tures but only the relative variations in them over the temperature range). It is seen that close to 
the freezing temperature the rate of change of strain rate with temperature is much more rapid than 
can be explained by temperature/viscosity effects for a similar soil, but that at lower temperatures 
the strain-rate curves may tend towards th~ viscous behavior curve. The difference in the behavior 
near freezing may then be attributable to the varying proportion of unfrozen water in the soil which 
unfortunately was not measUred in the series of tests. These tests were for preliminary working' 
data to assist in the planning of further res.earch, not for a thorough scientific study of the be
havior of frozen soils. 

A comparison of the behavior of a frozen silt in both extension and compression tests, under:. 
rapid loading at various temperatures, is shown in Figure 20,34 drawn from various sou~ces. 

There are not enough data on the behavior of any of the soils tested by the Corps of Engi
neers to warrant investigation of pos~ible stress-strain-time-temperature relationships, and 
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Figure 20. Compression and tension tests on frozen silt at aoW tem
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unfortunately no unloading tests were carried out for the purpose of gaining information on the, 
elastic components of the strain, if any. 

49 

An extensive test program on frozen ground that was pursued by Vialov and his co-workers 
is reported in ref. 52. The book inCludes a survey of previous work, an outline of the principles of 
rheology illustrated by simple mechanical models <f the type described earlier, and details of in
vestigations of the shearing strength (cohesion), adfreezing strength (on wooden rods only), ten
sile strength,and compressibility (consolidation) of frozen soils. The observed behavior of the 
soils is compared with that associated with the simple mechanical models; some experiments on 
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the punch indentation, of frozen soils are discussed; and the application of the strength data to the 
calcu,lation of the bearing capacity of frozen soil ~s considered. 

Again, a large number of tests was, performed on a number of frozen soils, in this case 
'naturally-occurring materials. Faii'ly close temperature control, in the range of ± 0.1 to ± 0.2C, was 
maintained at the natural temperature level of the samples in the grOlmd (the samples taken from a 
subsurface laboratory in permafrost had a long history of relatively constant temperatures). Un
fortunately the time-dependency of the shearing strength of the material was investigated by press
Ing 16- to 18-mm-diam balls (material unspecified)into the frozensoils, so that extremely inhomo
geneous stress conditions obtained in the soil. Evidently some of the spherical indenters were 
unloaded at various times, since the elastic component of the displacement is shown 0ln one of the 
curves. It is also shown to 'increase with time 'at constant stress and therefore both the instantane
ous and time-dependent elastic components are indicated. 

The ball indentation test was introduced by Tsytovich45 who used it for field tests of the 
strength of unfrozen cohesive soils for footing design, as well as in studies of the strengtli of 
froz~n soils. In preparing Mohr envelopes (Fig. 21) it gives useful points for zero normal stress, 
to go with the results from uniaxial compreSSive, and tensile, stresses. 

Others (including CRREL) have used this technique with inconclusive results. 

No tests were oonducted to determine if the material behavior was linear; the only compari
son made for this purpose is between the result ora ball penetration-test deduced by an applica
tion of ideally plastic theory and that calculated for a simple mechanical. model. A mathematical 
calculation, as outlined on p. 34 fL of the theoretical displacement of a loaded sphere on the surface 
of a semi-infinite 'medium' with the ,viscoelastic properties 01' the mechanical model, a procedure 
which is necessary for the comparison, wasa.pparently not done.* From these tests, however, 
Vialov concluded that si~ple tinear models; composed of two or three spring-and-dashpot combina
tions do not adequately represent the behavior of a frozen soil. Other tests have'since fully con
firmed this. ,The test results ,of Vialov will be summarized, because t~eyare the best available,. 

Shear 
. , . ' ". 

A constant load P is applied to theball,pressing it into the soil, while the penetration set) 
of the ball is measured as a function of time. The following formula valid for ideally plastic 

* Vialov cites a theoretical treatment by A. IshlinSky, 1944 but others disagree with the analysis (see 
R. Hill, Plasticity, 1956, p.. 281. 
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Table V. Data on limiting lon'g-term equivalent cohesion of 
, ',undisturbe~ froz~n soil (from Vialov52

). , 

(Based on, ball-indentation tests.) 

Soil' 
Value:of. CIt (kg/cm2) [or a temperatuteo[ 

~ilty loams 

Silty sandy loams . 
The same, verY,damp'(Wj 40%) 

Sand 
Dense varved clay, 

-0;3 to -0.4C 

0.6- 0.9 
, 0.9~ 1.3 

,0.75 

2.1-2.3 
1.S 

-1.0 to -1.2C 

,1.0-.1.5 

1.6- 2.0 

~.7 

2.6 

materials is used to determine the cohesio~ c(t) of the material 

P 
'c(t) = 0.18 -' -. 

TTd set) 

-3.8 to -4.2C 

2.0-2.5 

2.S- 3.2 

2.0 
3.7- 4.5 

4~2 

51 

(73) 

For a material that has both cohesion and friction (a c-~ material). the following approximate for-
mula is used . 

, , , P" 
c(t) .= 0.18 M(cp) .--", :;:: M cec 

, . TTd set) 
(74) 

where d is the dIameter, of the ball indenter. 'and M(cp) is a constant depending on cp, the angle of : 
internal friction 'of the material, having the value of unity for cp = 0 and decreasing as cp increases. 
The equivalent cohesion cec is the'.'value·ofcohesion calculated from sby using eq73. The actual 
cohesion in a c-cp soil is therefore smaller than l:ec ' which represents the combined effects of both c 
and cpo The parameter Cec is used in design calculations assuming plastic behavior. The load ..p 
applied ranges from 1.2.to 5.5 kg and occasion~lly up to 8 kg., The first reading of s,is usually 
taken 5 seconds after the application of the load. It is as~uined tha~ the elastic components of de
flection may be neglected. Each test can take severathours although some shorter tests were 
taken to 2 hours only. Most extended to 24 hours, however. 

, It was observed that balls with different diameters gave different resUlts for c(t) as cal~ulated 
by eq 1 although the Pld ratio was kept the same. However, values of lorig-term.c for different 
values of, ball diameter were quite Close to each other and only the values of c at shorter times , 
showed some scatter. The cohesion of different soils calculated at various times for three differ-

.ent temperatUres' are shown in Table V. It appears ,that the value of the long-time cohesion C It js 
quite consistent ,from tests OQ different samples of the' same soil and Vialov thinks that cltas 
measured by the ball test is a true property of. the frozen soil. Attention is therefore focused on clt 
only.' Because of varying grain size and therefore ice content at a particular temperature, c(tJ de
creases less for acoar~erthan a finer soil and the long-term cit is also higher in the coarser 'soil. 
V:ialov demonstrates that l1t mm be obtained from short-time tests, since,for example, CIt = 0.75 Cs 
hours [or 0.80 Cs (Tsytovich46

)]. . . 

. Vialov finds that ,c'lt depends on the ,temperature below freeZing, I () I ~ measured from the freez-
ing temperature, according to' the following equation: " , , ' 

(75) 
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in which both Co and b are independent of time ,and vary from soil to soil. For example, in a 
"heavy, silty, sandy loam," Co = 0.3 and b= 1.2 (temperature in degrees C). Equation 75 is ap
{>arently based on the measurementsof cIt <?n only two soils at three different temperatures below 
freezing and consequently relationships other than that of eq 75 may fit these limited data equally 
well. Vialov finds that sands do not follow eq75, and it appears from, his test result that a linear 
relation between long-time cohesion and temperature below freezing better def)cribes the sand be
havior. 

It was found from the ball penetration test that only from 2 to 10% of the penetration was 
reversible so that, in determining c(t) fr<?m eq 73 or 74, only the total penetration was employed. 
Attention was also paid to the relaxation time of the material but ~ince the soil behaved nonline
arly and since the determination involved the use of the instantaneous penetration for the calcula
tion of an initial value of c, the numbers obtained for the relaxation time, and the use of such num
bers, is quite doubtful. Frozen soil, in effect, has a variable relaxation time. 

For comparison with the soil data it was found that pure 'ice possessed practically no long
term cohesion although its instantaneous strength (as found by the Corps of Engineers investiga
tors also) was much larger than that of frozen soil at ,the same temperature. 

Tension 

Tensile tests were carried out on uridisturbed soils, which were formed according to Vialov 
in a shape that resembled the familiar "dog-bone" or dumbbell shape of cement test specimens. 
No temperature effects on tensile strength were studied but the long-term tensile strength was ex
amined. It would seem that the mechanism of plastic flow of the ice would be different in the ten
sile tests from its behavior in the ball indentation tests. It was found that the long-term tensile 
strength tlt was less than the cohesion measured for long times in the ball indentation test and in 
fact ,only amqunted to 0.5 to 0.7 of the long-term ~ohesion, although the usual considerations of 
tensile testing lead to a value of tensile strength equal to twice the cohesion in a cohesive mate
rial. Mohr-circle d,iagramsin ref. 53a show envelopes that are almost parabolic, with lllliaxial 
tensile strength and cohesion almost equal (Fig. 21). 

Adfreeze 

The shearing strength between a rod and the frozen soil in which it is embedded is' given 
approximately by the Mohr-Coulomb eq4ation 

T = C + af (76) 

where a is the normal stress and f the coefficient of friction at the soil-rod interface. Vialov 
took T to be the value of adfreezing strength (rather than c) which depends on the method of placing 
the rod in the soil. Vialovemployed wooden rods 10 cm long and 3.5cm in diameter. Each rod 
was embedded to a depth of 8 cm. ,The shearing stress was calculated for .each experiment with 
respect to the embedded area of the rod surface, which was assumed constant. 

Two methods were used to place the rods in thefrozen soil: 1) a hole O.g'the diameter of 
the rod was drilled to,a depth greater than the length of the rod and the rod was then driven into 
this hole; 2) the rod was placed in a hole 5 cm in diameter, which was then filled with the test 
soil in a'thawe'd state at a temperature of 50 to 60C, and the assembly left to freeze. For each 
test a block of the frozen soil contained eight piles, seven of which were subjected to different 
but constant pulling loads while the 'eighth was subjected to an increasing load. The displacement 
of each rod was measured as a fllllction of time and expressed ~imensionlessly in terms of the rod 
diameter. 
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Table VI •. Adfreeze strength'of frozen soils . along the surface of 
wooden 10ds (laboratory experiments) (from Vialov 2

). 

/ 
I 

53 

/ Moisture content (%) Strength r(kg/cm2) 

Soil 
/ 

Temp Natural After adfreez'ing Frozen-in piles Driven piles 

(OC) f or frozen-in piles f inst TIt T.inst Tit 

Heavy, silty, sandy loam -3.6 34 42 11.5 2.6 10.3 4.0 

Heavy, silty, sandy loam -0.4 30 35 4.1 0.75- 4.8 1.3-
1.0 1.4 

Heavy, silty, sandy loam (damp) -0.4 47 44 4.2 0.6 3.8 0.75 

Light, sandy, claye.~ soil -0.4 36 35 3.5- 0.5- 4.6 1.0 
4.2 0.7 

Sandy, silty, muddy soil -0.4 34 30 - 0.7 4.5 1.0 

Varved clay, dense -0.4 42 45 - 0.5- - 1.0-
0.6 1.5 

The instantaneous displacement under loads was very small and creep displacement gradually 
developed into a progressive flow stage ending in complete pull-out of the rod. The pull-out did not 
develop hecause of the reduction in the effective area of contact between rod and soil, since the 
same kind of behavior was noticed when rods were pushed into the soil.rather than puUed 'odt of it. 

As in the previous tests there was a limiting stress at long times 1. t which varied with tem
peratm:e; at stresses below this value the rod would not be pulled out. The value of the limiting 
shearing strength depended on the method of emplacement of the pile, driven-in rods generally show
ing bigger values of Tit than frozen-in rods. It was deduced that this resulted from compaction of 
the surrounding soil c,aused by driving and also from formation of ice next to the surfaces of the 
frozen';in piles. The ice has essentiallY,zero long-term shear strength. The value of the long-term 
adfreezing strength determined by pulling the model wooden piles out of the frozen soil was found 
to depend on the diameter of the pile·, increasing with diameter. In the range of pile diameters from 

\ 
16 to 20 cm, the influence of diameter was quite small. Since the soil behavior is nonlinear it is 
not possible to satisfy similarity conditions during model tests nor to predict adequately the be
havior of full-sized piles from model tests. Vialov made no attempt to correlate the model pile 
test results to full-size pile behavior nor does he show any way of arriving at design information 
fOf foundations involving full-size piles.* Some values of Tit are shewn in Table VI for different· 
soils .. It was found that Tit was temperature-dependent and a relation similar in form to eq 75 is 
proposed for the long-term adfreezing strength: 

(77) 

. As a result of the tests, three ways of determining the long-term adfreezing strength for piles 
are suggested: 1) Use a new sample each time and apply a constant pulling force on a rod em~ 
be·dded in the froz;en soil. With different loads and different times to pUll-out for each sample a 
plot of pulling stress versus time gives the long~time adfreezing strength as an asymptotic value. 

* He bases design on pile models, and checks with test piles on an assumed maximum working stress of 
0.8 times the Bingham' yield stress. 34 
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The disadvantage of this test procedure lies in the lack of uniformity of the samples employed. 
2) Use only one sample but increase the load gradually by steps, letting the displacement of the 
pile come to a stop beforeeach new increment is applied. A plot is made of the logarithm of shear
ing stress versus the logarithm of displacement on which a break in the curve determines the value 
of adfreezing strength. 3) Proceed as in method \ 1) but determine the rate of displacement for each 
load value. This will occur only when the shearing stress imposed, on the soil is greater than the 
adfreeze strength and the rate of displacement will be proportional to the excess stress as in a 
Bingham material. Consequently the rate of flow can be plotted versus the shearing stress and the 
intercept of the curve with the shearing stress axis will determine the long-term adfreeze strength 
of the soil. ' This technique has the same disadvantage of method ;1), and unfortunately the mate
rial is probably not a true Bingham substance, so one must extrapolate with caution. 

It is seen from eq 70 in which the hyperbolic sine term is replaced by an exponential for the 
case of fairly large shearing stresses, that the rate of shearing strain in a frozen soil can be repre
sented by the equation 

d Y 'I-T) at = R exP\,B (78) 

at constant temperature, when Rand ,B can be considered constants. Integrating eq 78 gives the 
strain as a function of time at constant shearing stress 

y = tC exp(;) (79) 

in which C is a new constant. Rearranging gives 

(80) 

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of eq 80 results in the expression 

(81) 

It has been observed by Murayama and Shibata29
, and Vialov's results52 also seem to indi

cate, that failure of soil tends to 00 cur at about the same value of strain for varying failure stresses 
greater than the threshold value and in a reasonable working range. Consequently, eq 81 can be 
expressed in terms of the relation between the shearing stress at failure Tf and the time at which 
failure occurs tf' if the value of strain Yr at failure is considered to' be a constant. Equation 81 
then becomes ' 

f3 (82) 

in which f3 and B are constants~ Hence a plot of reciprocal of stress against log (time to failure) 
is linear. In this form, the equation was suggested by Vialov51 as a "law" relating the failure 
stress or strength of a frozen soil at constant 'temperature to the duration of time which would 
elapse before failure occurred .. Vialov showed by plotting liT versus the logarithm of time for ex
experiments in which the adfreeze'strength along wooden model piles 'was investigated that such 
a relationship was, in fact, indicated. The constants: ,B and Bare then obtained by ,appropriate 
tests to failure (noting that a constant temperature must be maintained). 
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Since a frozen soil often appears to .exhibit a threshold strength below which failure does not 
occur, it follows that in general an equation such as eq 82 only holds to certain limited values of 
time, since in fact,:atlarge times, the real relationship must become asymptotic to the reciprocal 
of the long-term strength. However, for large values of time, the rate' of change of Tf predicted by 
eq 82 is very slow and Vialov indicates that, in fact, the long-term strength can be calculated ap
proximately from eq 82 for a given soil, once f3 and B have been obtained, by substituting in the 
equation a value of tf equal to 50 ye3rs~ For a given soil, the constants f3 and B vary with tempera-

. ture. Consequently, when such values are obtained from laboratory experiments, and are to be used 
in the design of a full-scale structure, the effect of field variations of temperature must be borne in 
mind, and allowed for, if possible. 

Recent work at CRREL36 gives the values for f3 and B for satur~ed sands in uniaxial com-' 
pression shown in Table VII. ' 

Bearing 

Large-scale and field experiments are described by Vialov' in which circular punches of 
various diameters are pushed into the frozen soil to determine the limiting load which can be ap
plied. In the laboratory, punch diameters of 5, 7 and 10 cm wererused, whereas a field experiment 
involved a punch 70 cm in diameter.'The three small punches were pushed into soil sample blocks 
~.asuring approximately 30 cm on a side. ' ' 

The sanie kind of qualitative rheological behavior was observed in these experiments as In 
t he previous ball indentation work. The average pressure p transmitted by the ball calculated on 
the basis of the area of the spherical dent in the soil is equal to PI1Tds so that p can be written 
in terms of the equivalent cohesion cec as given by eq 74: 

p = 5.5cec. (78) 

The value of p given by eq 78 is very close to values calculated for strip circular, or square foot
ings on the surface .of cohesive soils (see eq 80) if the cohesion is replaced in the appropriate 
equations by the equivalent cohesioncec. Consequently, eq 78 may be used to determine, the 
limiting long-time bearing capacity of a footing on frozen soil. Vialov points out that the use of 
an equivalent C ec instead of expressions in which C and ifJ are 'employed separately appears to be 
satisfactory for values of cP less than 30° .. These considerations were borne out by the experiments. 
In calculating the resistance to penetration of piles, Vialov adds the point resistance to bonding 
strength (the surface area of the pile times its adfreeze strength). He finds that the point resistance 

Table VU. Strength parameters of two uniform sands (Sayles36
). 

Grading Dry 
(U.S. std. unit Water 

Soil sieves) iWt. content Temp f3 9 
(Ib/fe) (%) (OF) (psi) (hr) 

Ottawa uniform mediUm sand 20 to 30 104± 2 23 ± 1 15 3590 0.0031 
25 1960 0.0189 
29 1000 0.100 
31 ~75 0.0994 

Manchester uniform fine sand 40 to 200 ~ ± 1 29 ± 1 15 2600 0.0126 
25 1295 0.0424 
29 852 0.0394 
31 420 0.193 
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is roughly equal to 5.5 Cee + YsD, where D is the length of embedded pile and Ys the unit weight' 
of the soil. This is equivalent to treating the point resistance as if thepile behaved as a deep 
footing. Nowadays, Vialov uses only a portion of the point resistance in estimating pile capacity. 
For frozen silts, CRREL has ample evidence that point resistance is negligibly small, Ibut Vialov's 
tests .were on soils with appreciable friction in them. In recent (1967) discussions with CRREL 
personnel, Vialov agreed that piles' in pertilafrozen silt probably have a continuing settlement so 
that design in such soils should be based only on a tolerable rate of settlement. 34 

Bearing Capacity of Frozen Ground 

In practice the engineer is concerned not only with displacements and settlements (just dis
cussed) under a structure but also with the limiting loads which may be applied to footings and 
foundations. 

In the study of frozen soil behavior in experiments as described above it is found that the 
soil has a limiting-lower value of shearing strength which depends on the soil type and its stress 
and temperature history. If this value is exceeded the shearing distortion of the soil proceeds in 
time without limit. The limiting shearing strength controls the pressure which can be applied to 
the foundation for a long time without failure of the underlying frozen soil. This limiting shear 
strength is difficult to evaluate and may be very small or even zero, and generally it is better to 
use a higher stress that will give an acceptable rate of deformation. 

The behavior of the frozen soil iq. such circumstances is taken to be that of an ideally plastic 
materia~ so that the ultimate bearing capacity of a, foundation can be calculated from plasticity 
theory51 as used for unfrozen soils. The frozen soil may possess, cohesive properties alell~. or may 
have both cohesion and an angle of internal friction. 51 The ultimate normal bearing pressure p of a 
footing in soil has been expressed approximately by Terzaghi in the following equation for a strip 
footing 

(79) 

, / 

in which Nc , Ny and Nqare bearing capacity coefficients which are functions of the angle of. in-
ternal friction, C is the ultimate limiting coheSion, y is the unit weight of the soil, 'b is the half
width ,of the footing and h is the depth of the footing base below ground surface. Tables and 
charts of the bearing coefficients are given in soil mechanics textbooks. In particular when the 
soil possesses cohesion only, eq 79 reduces to the form 

p = Ncc+ yh. (80) 

The value of Nc in this case changes from 5.14 for a frictionless strip footing to-5.7 for a rough 
strip footing. For a square smooth footing its value is also 5.7. 

For nonhomogeneous soils containing ice lenses Tsytovich has used a large spherical in~ 
. denter in the field to ,obtain the value of limiting long-time cohesion of the material for foundation 
design. It appears also that the long-term bearing capacity of a footing is reduced if it is placed 
directly on an ice layer/(when the ice remains frozen) because of the flow properties of the ice, 
but that the reduction is very small if there is a foot or two of frozen soil between the footing and 
the ice layer. 

In the design of a structure the usual foundation conditions of both limiting differential settle
ments and allowable bearing capacity must be taken into account. The allowable settlements are 
decided upon on the usual basis of the differential settlements which the structure can undergo 
without distress. The allowable bearing pressure is obtained fro~ the ultimate bearing pressure 
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calculated from eq 79 or 80 for the soil, div~de~by a factor. of safety. Since infact the limiting 
shearing strength determined for a froze~ soil is low compar,ed. to its short-term strength, small 
factors of safety may be employed. Vialov53 and Tsytovich46 employ factors in the range 1.5 to 
1. 75. When a time factor of safety is used the factor on stress will probably be less than 1.5. 
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If thawing takes place in frozen soil under a footing or foundation the reduced strength of the 
thawed soil may result in its yielding under the applied pressure, especially if the consolidation 
process lags behind the progress of the thawing interface. In this eircumstailca the weak thawed 
material exists as a layer between a relatively rigid fowldation and a stronger underlying frozen 
soil so that the thawed·soil will tend to be squeezed out laterally from beneath the foundation. As 
the depth of thawed soil increases, the mechanism of such a potential failure changes until, at· 
depths somewhat greater than the foundation width, failure will take place as in a semioinfinite 
thawed medium. In this latter case the bearing capacity of the foundation is olice again determined 
by eq 79 but the cohesion and angle of internal friction of the soil are taken as the values in the 
thawed state. For the intermediate stages of depth of thaw, solutions must be constructed by the 
method of characteristics in plasticity. theory. A solution is given by Tsytovich46 based on work by 
Vialov .. When the yielding layer i~. very thin, the thickness a of the layer at which it yields can be 
f~und from an equation given by Jiirgenson1S for a cbhesive material 

p 
cb 

a, 
(81) 

when the full shearing strength of the soil due to cohesion acts both at the foundation and under
lying rigid surfaces. It should be pointed out that other investigators 12 

47 find that settlements 
arising from the squeezing of a thawed layer laterally from ben'eath a foundation are negligible in 
practice. 

Vialov53 has published Mohr circle dIagrams (Fig. 21) made from tensile, compressive, direct 
shear, and ball tests, which show. that the angle ¢ does not change much with temperature and time, 
wher~as c is very sensitive to temperature and drops slowly.after the initial very rapid drop with 
time. 

The Mohr envelope is us ually curved but for most practical·purposes it can be assumed to be 
straight and the simple equation al' ::=: 9'3 N¢ + 2c \iN¢. , may be used as in the mechanics of un
frozen soils ~N¢ = tan·2 [45° + (¢/2)] where ¢ is the ·slope of the envelope). The value of c is 

determined by laboratory tests at particul!1r temperatures from the deformation-time curves and eq 82 
which, with appropriate parameters, applies for cohesion and direct and tangential stresses. 

Deformation is estimated from eq 39d when fitted to laboratory creep curves. 

Thawing and Consolidation 

If, a compressible soil containing pore fluid is subjected to external stress, the stress is 
initially taken partly by stresses in'the solid skeleton and partly by excess hydrostatic stresses 
in the pore fluid, the partition between them depending on their relative compressibilities. For 
example, the structural skeleton of afine-grainedsoil complete.ly saturated with pore water is 
much. more compressible than the water, so that the applied stress is initially absorbed entirely 
by an increase in pore-water pressure. : For soils with low degrees of saturation, the gas in the 
pore fluid is more compressible than the solid phase structure which therefore takes up the stresses· 
induced by the applied load immediately. IIi the latter event no change in stress distribution will 
occur with time unless creep takes place in the soil structure. 
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However, if varying hydrostatic pressures are generated initially in the pore fluid, it will 
flow through the soil structure to adjacent boundaries or regions of lower pressure. With flow, the 
excess hydrostatic fluid pressures diminish toward their steady state values, so that stress is 
transferred to the soil structure which eventually absorbs the entire applied stress., Fluid is sup
plied for the flow process by compression of the elements of soil volum'e, which occurs as the 
stresses on the soil structure increase. The phenomenon is referred to as soil "consolidation" 
and, when the applied loads are directed vertically at the ground surface as they usually are, a' 
settlement of the surface is observed which increases with time as a cumulative effect of the com
pression of underlying soil elements. The phenomenon occurs for the most part only in fine-grained 
soils since coarse-grained soils are relatively incompressible. One-dimensional consolidation is 
described mathematically by the diffusion equation 

2 au aa 
cv'\l uc== - - -. at· at (82) 

in which Cv is the coefficient of consolidation, u is the excess pore pressure, a the applied stress, 
and z and t are the space and time coordinates respectively. Equation 82 can be solved -mathe
matically or numerically for any given set of circumstances in which the initial and boundary condi
tions are known. 37 

It will be clear from the discussion on Freezing process in soils that a saturated fine-grained 
soil expands on freezing, whether it freezes homogeneously or with the development of segregated 
ice lenses. When ice lenses form the negative. pore pressures generated ahead of the freezing inter
faces result in consolidation of th.e soil between the ice lenses to pressures higher than the static 
overburden pressure. These·~layers are then "overconsolidated" with respect to their previous 
ove~burden pressure. Onthawing, such a layer would tend to expand slightly. However, in the 
frozen profile of either homogeneously frozen fine-grained soil or a soil with Ice lenses, the gross 
effect of freezing is expansion. In an extreme case, the grains may lose contact with one another, 
So that immediately following thawing the material would possess .essentially the properties .of a 
dense fluid; in particular the pore water pressure would be higher than in the static condition be
cause the water is supporting the suspended soil grains. Additional potential excess pore pressures 
would also result on thawing of the soil due to any structure or fill place-d -on the frozen eIOllWl... 

Thus when soil which has frozen and undergone expansion during the freezing process thaws, 
pore water pressures are generated that are in excess of those which would occur in the soil in the 
equilibrium thawed state. These excess pressures must dissipate at a rate ,controlled by the per
meability and compressibility characteristics of the soil,' and by the boundary conditions which 
are usually dictated by the circumstances of transient thermal transfer in the soil. The one-dimen
sional thermal pr~ess is also described by a diffusion equation similar to eq 82, in terms of tem
perature T 

2 aT K'\l T =-at (83) 

in which K is the thermal diffusivity.4 A complication is introduced by the fact of the change of 
state of soil moisture upon.thawing, in addition to the usually different thermal properties of the 
same soil in the frozen and thawed states .. Consequently eq 83 must be satisfied with the different 
thermal parameters on each side of the line or region mar~ing the interface between frozen and 
thawed soil, together with the equation at the interface. 

. (84) 
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where kt and kr are the thermal conductivities of thawed and frozen regions respectively, L is the 
voomnetric latent heat of thawing of the soil, defined as the ~atent heat of the water in unit volume 
of soil in situ, and X is the depth to the thaw/freeze interface. The resulting thermal problem is 
th~refore nonlinear.4 

The combined problem of one-dimensional thawing and consolidation processes proceeding 
simultaneously requires the solution of eq 83 under the appropriate surface and internal boundary 
conditions (eq 84) in order to obtain the appropriate lower boundary location as a function of time 
to be taken into account in the solution of eq 82. This statement of the problem assumes that the 
thermal and mechanical problems may be uncoupled in this way . 

. This problem, even in the one-dimensional form presented here, is so difficult that, to the 
author's knowledge, no analytical solutions of it have been obtained, despite a large body of Rus
sian literature on the subject. 

In its simplest form, it may be assumed that the soil region is semi-infinite and homogeneously 
frozen to an infinite depth at uniform temperature and that a normal surface loading exists every
where on the surface. No expansion of the soil is assumed to have taken place on freezing. At 
time t = ,0, the surface temperature is suddenly raised to a value above that of the melting point of 
soil moisture. The thermal problem ip this case has been solved (see Monograph II-Al), and it is 
found that the depth of thaw increases as the square root of time. In this case, the consolidation 
of the thawed soil and the settlement of the surface develop as a result of the applied load and it 
may be assumed that the excess pore pressure in'the newly thawed pore water is equal to the ap
plied stress. The boundary between thawed and frozen soil is impervious and consequently the 
process of consolidation is governed by the upper . surface boundary condition of zero excess pore 
pressure, and a bottom boundary pOre pressure equal to the applied load at a moving boundary . 
. From the thermal solution, the thickness of the layer in which consolidation is occurring is increas
ing proportional to the square toot of time; the constant of proportionality depends both on the 
thermal properties of the soil and the. temperature initial and boundary conditions. 

In the different situation involving ice segregation, in which the soil has expanded upon 
freezing so that it may be assumed that the soil grains will not be in contact upon thawing, the 
excess pore pressure at the lower boundary may be taken equal to the overburden pressure. In this 
case the excess pressure at the interface between thawed and frozen soil will increase in the same 
way as the thickness of the thawed zone increases. Again the bottom boundary can be taken to be 
:jmpervious. 

For these problems and the more general circumstances in which the temperature is not uni
form with depth in: the soil and varies with time at the ground surface it is necessary to obtain 
numerical solutions to the cases of interest, preferably by computer. The numerical approach was 
suggested by Aldrich and Paynter1 who illustrate how such a problem may be set out. Numerical 
techniques in the solution of consolidation problems have been discussed by Scott37 and by others. 
Since the combination of thermal and pore water diffusion phenomena ill the uncoupled physical 
situation as discussed here involves similar physical processes, their simultaneous numerical 
solution involves no special difficulties. As each depth increment "thaws" in the thermal calcula
tion it is added to the consolidating region at its appropriate excess pore pressure. 

A simpler approach to the one-dimensipnal problem with general thermal boundary conditions 
fs~o use the depth-of-thaw prediction technique proposed by Scott 38 to evaluate the depth of the 
thawed layer as a function of time, and then to apply ,the numerical procedure to the calculation of 
consolidation in the thawedilayer. Such a procedure is adaptable to either hand EJl' machine com
putation. Numerical calculations may be used for two- and three-dimensional situations. 

The foregoing calculations enable the time rate of settlement or subsidence following thaw
ingof the ground to be estimated. Depending on the thermal and mechanical properties of th~ soil, 
subsidence may follow immediately on tnawing, or there may be a time delay as a result of the 
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consolidation process. Assuming a step change of temperature at the ground suo fiace an approxi
mate criterion for determining the relative speed of the consolidation process with respect to the 
progression of the depth of thaw maybe established as follows~ 

Let the depth of thaw, as controlled by the thermal process, be X at. time t. Under these 
conditions, the solution to eq 83,witheq84. gives X as follows: 

(85) 

in which I\. is a constant depending on the thermal boundary conditions and soil properties, and K 1 

is the thermal diffusivity of the thawed soil (see Monograph II-A1). The average depth of thaw 
X up to time t is 2X/3. In the consolidation problem a dimensionless time parameter T is used to 
describe the process of settlement, where 

T = (86) 

, in which C v is the coefficient of consolidation of the soil, and H is a characteristic dimension of 
the consolidating medium. 

In general, in one-dimensional consolidation pr~cesses consolidation is essentially complete 
(no further settlement with -.!ime) when T = 1.5. Therefore if, in eq 86, the length H is taken to be 
the average depth of thaw X at time t, eq 86 becomes 

T 
9cv 

(87) 

If, for a given soil with particular thermal and consolidation properties, and given boundary con
ditions of temperature, the right-hand side of eq 87 is equal to or greater than 1.5, consolidation 
will be complete as thaw progresses. In other words, the consolidation process is occurring 
faster than thawing. If,the right-hand side of eq 87 is less than 1.5, consolidation is taking place 
more slowly than thawing. Alternatively, putting the numerical factors on one side gives 

consolidation complete 
Cv 

> 2.7 

1 1\.2 K . 1 

consolidation incomplete 
Cv 

2.7 J. --< 
1\.2 K 

1 

As examples, consider two soils with representative properties: 

silt 
. silty clay 

c v(ft 2/hr) 

0.3 
0.3 

3.7 
0.07 

(88) 

From eq 88 it wil.l be seen that the siltwilI-consolidate completely as thaw progresses, whereas 
.in the silty clay consolidation will lag behind the thawing. The criterion expres~ed. by eq 88 
makes it possible to estimate in each case whether or not a consolidation calculation is required. 
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In either event, the total amount of subsidence to be expected is of interest either as a re
sultof thawing below a structure due to changed thermal conditions or of seasonal thawing of the 
active zone. There are three components of the settlement: '1) that due to the melting of segre
gated ice in the soil, 2) that'due to oompression of the soil under its own weight, and 3) that arising 
from compression of the. soil under the superimposed lOad. In accordance WIth the usual terminology 
of soii mechanicsthe settlement during thawingaftereonsoiidation is complete is,therefore given 
by the equation 

(1) (2)' (3) 

aV(Yt - Yw)X 2 avpX 
(89) asX + +-'-'-'-P -

2(1 + eo) (1 + eo) 

in which, as before, X -is the depth of thaw, as is a coefficient describing the amount' of segregated 
, ice present in the frozen soil (ft/ft) , (Yt - Yw) is, the buoyant unit weight of the soil assuming it to 
, be saturated on thawing, av is the coefficient of compressibility of the soil as obtained from a con

ventional plot of void ratio versus pressure"eo isjts average voidratio, and p is the pressure on 
the soil due to.an applied load. The latter pressure will be equal to the applied pressure if the 
depth of thaw is small compared to the, extent of the load. When layered soil is present eq 89 may 
be written in incremental form for 'each layer and the settlement. increments summed to give the 
total subsidence. 

The question of settlements deVeloping asa result of soil thawing under a fO,undation and 
being squeezed laterally is discussed in the previous secti~E.: The consolidation of soil upon, 
thawing can give rise to downward-acting forces, on piles and other foundations extending through 
the thawing medium into underlying frozen or firmer ground. 31 When the thawing region is at the 
ground surface the force on., say, a pile' due to this effect is not likely to be large since the friction
al or adhesive stresses will be on the order of 1 psi However, if the thawing layer in which sub
sidence can occur is located beneath a substantial thickness of unfrozen fill, large downward drag 
forces (negative friction) can be imposed on piles. 

CONCLUDING ,REMARKS 

The nature an~ behavior of frozen soils are extremely complex and have not yet been ade
quately investigated. Many aspects of the' chemistry and physics of these materials are not clear, 
particularlybecause of the presence of different substances in various phases. A proper under
standing of the natlire of frozen gro_uild involves detailed consideration of the chemistry of the in
teracting materials. A necessarily brief introduction: to this aspect of the study of frozen soil has 
been given in this monograph. 

tyiore attention has been paid to the mechanical propertiesof frozen soils,under static loading, 
because of th~ engineering .andeconomic Significance. However, most of the investigations carried 
out have been empirical and pragmatic innature, both because of the necessity for quickly obtain
ing information of value for specific problems and because the fundamental difficulties of all mech
anical investigations are enhanced by the necessity of requiring strict thermal control of the mate
rial in the,.presentinstance. Accordingly, in this work a brief outline of the fundamentals of elastiC, 
viscoelastic and thermoelastic theory has been given in order to properly orient the information which 
follows an experimental investigation~ , ," , 

" It is then seen that many experimental investigations (pile loading and :extraction, ball indent
ation, and even unconfined compression tests) subject the specimen to complex stress states. Since 
different parts of these test specimens are subjected to different stress levels and stress states (and 
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to Cilifferent temperatures as well, in many cases), the deformations measured at one point (pile 
movement, ball penetration) are the cumulative effect of all the deformations in the sample. They 
are not, therefore, in general, useful quantities either for the description of fundamental frozen soil 
properties, or for' extrapolation to different scales of experiment or realUfe. Tests must be for
mulated which subject the frozen soil specimen to homogeneous stress states along such stress or 
strain paths that a consistent deformation theory or constitutive relation for the material can be 
established. Field tests are extremely difficult because of the variability of· soil, temperature and 
ground water. Further, instrumentation problems of large loads and very small deformations in a 
cold environment are formidable. 

Since the first section of this monograph makes clear that the ice content-temperature rela
tion of frozen soil is hysteretic, it follows that homogeneous temperatures have to be developed in 
such test specimens, and that carefully defined thermal loading paths must also.be followed~ Al
though the point does not appear to have been mvestigated it is apparent from the complexity of 
the ice-water-soil interface chemistry that the ice content of a frozen soil is also stress- or strain
path-dependent even under isothermalconditions. 

When an adequate constitutive formulation has been obtained representative of a range of 
frozen soils, there still remains the practical problem of determining the stresses and deformations 
induced in a frozen foundation soil (and in the superimposed structure) by the structural loading, 
when several soils and complicated displacement and} stress boundary conditions are present. Al
though it appears at present that the eventual solution to this problem lies in the use of finite ele-
ment numerical solutions, there are still a number of classes of practical problems in frozen 'ground 
engineering for which analytical solutions· are possible and do not seem to have been obtained. 
The p~ucity of information on frozen ground behavior is such that even solutions of problems lying 
in the realm of linear thermoviscoelasticity would appear to be useful at this stage. For this 
reason, a few examples have been given to illustrate the possible awlications of the theory. 
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